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IMAGE 

Fremd bin Ich engezogen; fremd zieh Ich wieder aus 

I moved in as a stranger; I leave as a stranger (Winterreise: Schubert/Müller) 

 

MY PAINTINGS AND DRAWINGS 

THE ARTIST AND THE EMPEROR 

My father used to tell me stories that he picked up from his voluminous reading, and some of 

them made such an impression that they formed me. One in particular inspired my approach 

to painting. Once upon a time a Chinese emperor commissioned an artist to paint a cockerel, 

the emperor’s favourite creature. The artist accepted and went away to fulfil the commission. 

Years passed; then decades and no one heard from the artist. The emperor now an old man 

wondered what had happened to his commission. Servants were sent to find the artist and 

bring him to the court. Imagine the emperor’s dismay and anger when the artist arrived empty 
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handed. What happened to the picture he had commissioned? ‘Fetch me some paper and a 

pen,’ demanded the artist. The materials were brought and within a few seconds to the delight 

of the emperor and the whole court the artist drew a magnificent cockerel. The emperor 

wanted to know what the artist had been doing all those years. The artist took him to his 

home, a small house far away in the country and opened the door to his studio. There the 

emperor in astonishment saw piles and piles of paper, thousands of sheets, each covered with 

sketches, drawings and paintings of the cockerel he had commissioned all those years ago. 

The story requires no explanation. The older I get the more I grasp the truth at its heart. There 

are a number of mysteries and insights. For me the main one concerns the question why the 

artist did not return to the court with his completed commission earlier and of his own accord. 

He never felt ready. The act of painting is a constant development.  Each picture is a stage 

towards a perfection he sought that can never be achieved. 

* 

It is best for others to describe me.  This is what the poet Kathleen Raine wrote: Peter Pelz 

was born of German parents in England in 1945 and educated at Cambridge. His rich 

background of German and European culture gives a special quality to his work as an artist. 

He has illustrated William Blake, fairy-tales and other themes in his highly personal style. At 

the other extreme he has painted many large oil canvasses, some already attempting great 

Christian religious themes: The Seven Lamps Triptych, commissioned in 1988 for St James’s 

Church Piccadilly, and the Apocalypse Scrolls for the Antoniter Krche in Cologne, 1991 are 

works not only of the art of painting, but of personal devotion seeking to capture in terms of 

the present time an ageless theme. Peter Pelz is a deeply dedicated artist, in the sense in 

which every true work of art is more than an exercise of professional skill, being rooted in an 
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imaginative vision; which must always be, in essence, a vision of the sacred and a sacrifice of 

the artist to that source he serves. 

 

After seventy years of painting in my case it is always the same story: when it feels the 

lessons have been learned, the realization that this is illusion dawns with a shock. As 

Theodore Major, the celebrated Lancashire artist and my teacher, used to tell all his pupils 

and fellow artists: ‘Keep on painting.’ It is the constant act of creativity that allows 

development and improvement. 

During the early years at school, between 11 and 13, biology, specifically botany became a 

favourite subject and this enthusiasm won me a book about wild flowers, my only school 

prize. Flowers are a prime subject now, in the evening of my life, after seventy years of 

learning to paint. All those decades just have to bring improvement, but apart from a general 

knowledge of materials and the way to use them, technique still on the whole remains a 

mystery. A college trained artist responded to my1973 Stations of the Cross in St Peter’s 

Church Morden by saying contemptuously that I could do with some lessons. This has been 

the general opinion from other experts. Part of me agrees with them, but mostly I don’t allow 

the criticism to discourage me. Theodore Major taught the basics, focusing on materials, 

tools, preparing canvases, in his case hardboard treated with special glue to keep costs down, 

and the different characters of various shades of colour. Otherwise he simply encouraged me 

to carry on by myself, constantly repeating his mantra: ‘Keep on painting.’ What matters to 

me is my relationship to the subject. Inspiration has come from everywhere, looking at, 

studying and learning from other artists of all ages and genres, of every type and quality, 

from all schools and across time from cave paintings to the present day, from the refined and 
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specialised to the popular such as comic books and film posters. I take instruction from every 

style and medium. 

The Japanese Hokusai said of his own work, he believed he would only achieve perfection in 

extreme old age, jokingly suggesting that this might come when he turned 110.  Even fully 

accomplished artists like Hokusai did not reckon they were perfect. For me it is a constant 

matter of groping and experimenting. Each picture is approached as though it were my last 

and the one where finally I will have achieved my aim. Looking over past paintings there are 

decent attempts, maybe one in a hundred. The ancient Chinese story expresses the essence of 

what it means to be an artist.  

 

Utopia 
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* 

In the visual arts it is an unwritten rule that a good painting needs no explanation. In fact any 

picture that requires this is considered a failure. My large scale paintings break that rule. 

Nevertheless I try to make my paintings appealing to the eye first and not be dependent on 

clarification: in the same way as a film needs primarily to work visually, narrative and speech 

secondary.   At the exhibition of my series The Winter Journey/Die Winterreise based on a 

loose interpretation of Schubert’s song cycle, Rebecca Hossack the gallery owner made a 

comment about the painting Frozen Tears which is a portrait of David Cosovsky, a violinist 

friend who died young.  A camellia dominates the picture and Rebecca suggested that I 

should have focused on the flower, and omitted the face and narrative. She made the valid 

point that just the flower on its own should have expressed the intensity of my feeling of grief 

and loss. I do accept the rule, grudgingly and regularly broken by me, that pictures should 

speak for themselves and require no verbal crutches.  However, without being graphic novels, 

narrative informs and gives substance to what I paint. I have at long last understood this to be 

the essence of my pictures, which is why the medium of a website is in fact the perfect home 

for them.  People can dip in and out, look at the pictures, expand them to see details, and read 

the stories around them. Image and narrative are their substance.  
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Parsifal 

* 

NARRATIVES 

In the last of Nizami’s Seven Stories of the Seven Princesses, the centre piece of his epic Haft 

Paykar, The Seven Beauties, a young man one day finds his garden which he has created with 

love and hard work invaded by a group of young women who have stripped off and are 

cavorting in the ponds, streams, lawns and flower beds. Lust triggers a series of catastrophes 

and trials which lead to love. The whole book, this final sun-drenched story in particular, has 

been and remains a major inspiration in the way it weaves nature, the cosmic order and 

human experience into a single fabric.  Our behaviour in the world is often destructive but 

nature can help us heal, if we allow. What makes the book so special to me is the way this 

reclusive 12
th

 century Persian poet from the Southern Caucasus blends the spiritual and 

mythic with stories that deal with the basic experiences of life: love, desire, temptation, 

justice and good and evil. The key to understanding my narrative paintings can be found in 

Nizami’s book, the last he wrote and a summation of everything he knew. The poet described 

himself as a snake that devours life whole and then spends years digesting it. By the time he 

wrote the Seven Stories of the Seven Princesses he had truly come to understood human 

experience. There is no English translation easily available, so I made one myself second-

hand from the German by Rudolf Gelpke, a gift from a friend of my father’s, and how I 

discovered Nizami. My translation can be found on the website www.atenderbridge.com  

Even people who like my pictures generally ask the question: ‘What are they about?’ It’s 

time that question is answered. These descriptions are meant to accompany my main 

paintings. For those who want to read behind the images I will reveal the stories and sources 

http://www.atenderbridge.com/
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of inspiration. Hopefully the paintings will attract the eye anyway without knowing what they 

are about. They might also remain a mystery even after being explained. 

* 

 

LIFE AND PHOTOS 

Firstly some observations need to be made about style and content. 

There are two main sequences of paintings: The Winter Journey and The Seasons. Along with 

flowers, landscapes, faces and nudes another image is dominant: a soldier. In the first 

sequence the soldier is mostly active and awake. In the second I paint him as he sleeps. 

My mother used to sing and accompany herself in several of Schubert’s Winterreise songs, so 

this cycle has been a part of my life from its earliest years. The paintings take each song as a 

springboard into wider perspectives, political as well as personal.  While the words by 

Wilhelm Müller and the inspired settings by Schubert are central to these visual paraphrases, 

the paintings are not illustrations but spring boards to a meditation on existence, history, the 

world and relationships refracted through an examination of my own life. Winterreise lends 
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itself to this kind of interpretation, being an intensely personal journey which can be 

understood universally.  

World events, specifically wars in Africa, Asia and the former Yugoslavia, became a 

significant feature in the series. This explains the presence of soldiers. My way of including 

current affairs led me into trouble, but not for political reasons.  I used details of photographs 

found in papers and magazines without realizing that copyright forbids this. In the early days 

of photography artists had been inspired by imagery that the camera could capture in the flash 

of seconds, and tried to translate that quality into painting, famously in Walter Sickert’s 

Nocturne which faithfully copies a photograph of a firework display over the Thames. 

American artists like Richard Hamilton and Andy Warhol in the mid- 20
th

 century celebrated 

the cross-fertilization of photography and painting. I assumed wrongly that I could make 

similar use of photos: that copyright didn’t come into it. When a young man recognized one 

particular image he immediately contacted my gallery, gleefully intending to make trouble 

with threats of legal proceedings. Fortunately the redoubtable Rebecca Hossack, managed to 

show that my pictures were not the same as the photographs, although clearly the image had 

been worked into the painting. Thankfully the photographer, far from outraged, was touched 

that his images had inspired me.  Now I am careful never to copy from the media, and if I use 

photographs at all, they are ones I have taken. 

After the Winterreise series, I painted soldiers asleep in my second series, The Seasons, 

which depicts a different month of the year. I then brought these two sequences of paintings 

to a conclusion with several large narrative roundels inspired by fairytales and music, leading 

to the last completed in tempera: Night and Day. 

Night and Day and The Conference of Birds were meant for my father. Night and Da is my 

last attempt at large-scale narrative which my father wanted to give to his best friend Peter 
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Dane after whom I am named. I couldn’t bear to part with it, knowing I would never paint 

anything so large or better.  It is a summation of everything I am on about. I never completed 

The Conference of Birds because I ran out of steam. I have never touched tempera since. 

Central to everything I do is my love of people and flowers. Although I now only express 

myself in watercolours and drawing, faces and flowers remain my main subject. 

 

* 

Botticelli’s Primavera delighted my child’s eye with colours lit by the sun and graceful 

figures from dreams, while suggesting a mythology and symbolism the artist’s 

contemporaries would have been familiar with but were a mystery to me. I learned that you 

could create a breathtaking beautiful image while at the same time telling a story and 
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engaging in philosophical thought. Mahler said this of the symphony and I declare the same: 

that a painting can be about the whole world. A work of art can stand on its own even without 

the story being understood, but that knowledge enhances the experience of looking.  

* 

INSPIRATION AND IMAGINATION 

As a child reading Shakespeare and performing him in school plays, I learned early in life 

that I did not have to understand everything, in fact very little, to appreciate and be affected 

by drama, poetry and words in general. It depends of course on the writer. I also learned that 

significant stories do not need to keep to a specific period: they transcend their historical 

context. Macbeth is equally powerful when translated into a totally different environment, as 

Kurosawa’s Throne of Blood proves unforgettably. West Side Story shows how Romeo and 

Juliet, a tale of star-crossed love in Renaissance Verona, can be equally meaningful in a 

contemporary New York setting. A teacher once questioned one of my  illustrations for a 

school essays depicting an Elizabethan Julius Caesar with beard, doublet and hat, but then 

remembered that in Shakespeare’s day that is how the Roman play would have been 

performed. This way of interpreting a familiar story has been part of the way I paint. It 

caused problems with my Stations of the Cross for St Peter’s Church in Morden, South 

London. I set the Passion Story in the housing estate which the church serviced, showing the 

locals taking part and bringing the narrative into the present. A Tate Gallery representative, 

outraged by this interpretation, considering it to be autobiographical and declaring it had 

given her a breakdown. She condemned them as the work of a disturbed person painting his 

neuroses and advised that these paintings should be taken down and given back to me. The 

people of the parish to whom the paintings were dedicated felt differently, and although the 

Stations of the Cross had to be removed, and have since disappeared presumably destroyed, 
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the people’s defence of them heartened me. I have particular affection for The Dancing 

Mother, which along with The Annunciation, turned out to be the last of the paintings I did 

for the church.  When the poet John Betjeman visited the church he expressed a particular 

fondness for this painting, declaring it to be the best. 

 

The Dancing Mother 

The mother in a dress of sun and fire is framed by the housing estate which I celebrate as a 

special place with flowers and cosy interiors, because these proudly working class people 

whose families had been moved out of London inner city slums during the 1930s to lead 

healthier lives in suburban council houses took pride in their gardens and making the homes 

cosy. I learnt basic gardening tips and wine making from the husbands of women who 
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attended my art classes. The seeds of future decay were already being sown in the late 1970s 

as individualistic material aspiration began to erode a sense of community, but I was 

fortunate enough to experience this community in its heyday. Shops and small businesses 

thrived. Cheap and easy transport encouraged movement without segregation, all classes 

mixing and working together. Locals were open-minded and open-hearted. These years were 

among the happiest and most creative of my life, and I look back with nostalgia to the place 

and the people. The painting celebrates that moment in time.  There were of course problems 

of neglect and lack of facilities in an estate built with the assumption that working class 

people has no need of them, which meant that gangs of bored youths roamed the estate at 

night looking for trouble. However community pressure groups were beginning to organise 

with encouragement from St Peters Church under the stewardship of the Revd Donald Reeves 

who encouraged the people from a traditionally oppressed class to flex political muscle and 

find the confidence to make changes.  His curates worked with the community on many 

projects and the Revd Michael Doe established flourishing youth groups. The 1970s were a 

time when radical movements in the Church made a substantial impression with practical 

results on social life, not only in the UK, but especially in the Americas, fighting injustice, 

corruption and authoritarianism, what became known as Liberation Theology, and getting 

physically involved with the Civil Rights movement. Far from being a place to avoid or drive 

through quickly people came from all over to experience the vitality and imagination 

expressed by the people from this housing estate. I am not making this up. There are 

television documentaries, including one recording the unveiling of the Stations of the Cross.  

Articles and features appeared in the national press.  The Arts Council included me and my 

painting group in a film about murals in London. Then the Thatcher revolution hit the estate 

hard. Society, care for community and socialism became dirty words. Bleeding heart liberals 

were mocked. Only competition, personal ambition and ‘loadsamoney’ mattered: ‘there is no 
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such thing as society’. Boosted by higher earnings some people on the council housing estate 

were able to buy their homes and this quickly led to division, segregation and discrimination, 

resentment and one-upmanship. The shops gradually boarded up. Businesses closed and 

moved elsewhere.  

Gnarled winter trees in my painting push the night sky up out of the picture. At the time I did 

not realize this dawn would not be breaking. 

Judy Collins the Tate Gallery expert who hated my paintings suggested that Eric Gill should 

be the best inspiration for Church art.  By that she meant beautifully crafted simple images 

which would not disturb the viewer.  Criticism like that never stops my approach to subject 

matter with contemporary resonance and weaving the personal through the story lines.  

* 

THE FOOL 
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I regularly include the figure of a naked wanderer in my paintings, a slim vulnerable 

presence. He is a signature and represents my naiveté. I regularly come unstuck because of 

him. Once in a moment of idiotic ignorance I submitted some drawings to a publisher 

thinking they might make greeting cards and earn me a little money. The inevitable rejection 

ended with an explanation mark: ‘There’s a naked man in the picture!’  Two sources created 

him. The first is Dionysus as he appears in Euripides’ The Bacchae: the god who cannot be 

controlled and hemmed in, a challenge to puritanical authoritarianism. Euripides expresses 

insight into how the foundations of ordered ‘civilised’ society are constantly threatened and 

shaken by irrational passions. The second source is the Fool as he appears in King Lear and 

Mussorgsky/Pushkin’s Boris Godunov: a social reject who because of his wisdom about the 

human condition is allowed to speak truth to power.    

The thin naked man wandering through the Winter Journey series is less Dionysus and more 

the Fool in his traditional guise of naive innocence, as depicted in the Tarot Cards, not a 

lunatic but a person who has made a choice. The Fool sets himself apart from the rest of 

society, lives in poverty, depends on charity and is treasured like a shaman for his wisdom. In 

Russia this figure is traditionally treated with respect: the Yurodivy, translated as a 

Simpleton, but more accurately a Holy Fool, an untouchable beggar who is free to speak his 

mind without danger of punishment. The Fool in Shakespeare’s King Lear plays a similar 

role, the only character allowed to criticize and mock the king. His murder off-stage by the 

king’s enemies presages tragedy and collapse of order. The king’s equally outspoken 

daughter Cordelia is also killed off-stage. Incidentally and pertinently it is thought that the 

characters of the Fool and Cordelia were both performed by the same actor. Prince Mishkin 

in Dostoevsky’s novel The Idiot is someone whose naivety and goodness perplex and test all 

who come into contact with him. Pushkin’s ‘holy fool’ Yurodivy in Boris Godunov, whose 

words are hauntingly set to music by Mussorgsky, is the character that most inspires my 
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depiction of this figure in the Winter Journey. The Fool’s nakedness is symbolic of raw 

vulnerability to life and other people. He takes on a Christ-like role of bearing the pain, guilt 

and suffering of the world. In the Stations of the Cross this is how I portrayed Christ. The 

Fool is the thread that binds the narrative in my exploration of Schubert’s Winterreise. Apart 

from his gauche nakedness there is nothing specific about his character. He is not anyone I 

know. He is definitely not a self-portrait. I would like to be so thin! His skinniness takes 

inspiration from the celebrate sculptures by Giacometti in which the body is whittled down to 

an essence of pure spirit. He does represent my feelings and thoughts. I appear as myself in 

many pictures, sometimes a narrator, and sometimes a character, no other model being 

available. Throughout the Winter Journey I shadow the song cycle’s protagonist, a 

mysterious figure whom we accompany on this intimate yet also universal journey. 

There is another aspect to the figure of the Fool in my paintings which has a history.  

 

In a traditional tarot pack he is not naked. Fully dressed he strides nonchalantly over a cliff, 

blithely unaware of a dog tearing a piece out of his trousers. He carries a small bag on a stick 

over his shoulder. The bag looks empty, or with little in it. He wears the familiar cap with 

bells, so musical sounds accompany him wherever he goes and moves. His face is thoughtful 

and gazing into the future. Medieval kings trusted his judgement and relied on it however 

critical it might be. Wise and naive he might be, but despite being supposed to be protected 

and untouchable he is vulnerable to the brute reality of human nature, mocked, beaten and 

killed. The Fool represents hope in a bleak world: he reminds us of the best in humanity. A 
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variation of the Fool and facsimile of the one depicted on the old tarot deck appears in the last 

song of Schubert’s Winterreise: a reject man, an organ-grinder growled at by dogs. The 

wanderer invites him to be a companion. By blurring the role of Fool and Wanderer this 

character haunts the whole sequence of paintings like a Doppelganger, the subject of yet 

another Schubert song, and one of the most powerful he ever wrote composed in the last year 

of his life..   

Nakedness connects my vulnerable Fool to fearless confident Dionysus. I first explored this 

relationship in a sequence of cartoons I doodled in my early 20s. I did them for recreation and 

to keep myself relatively sane while carrying out an unlikely job as interviewer for gas-fitters 

in an organization bringing North Sea gas into domestic homes. My brief to find out who 

were the skilled acceptable ones became a dispiriting task, particularly when rejecting people 

for racial reasons. Black men were completely ruled out, even though they were among the 

best qualified. In those days racism reigned supreme. Anyone non-white could not be allowed 

to enter white people’s homes on business. My boredom, despair and fury found expression 

in these cartoons which follow the adventures of a naked man who keeps brushing up against 

different people and elicits a variety of reactions. I titled the series: Dionysus Comes to Town, 

which references the character in Euripides’ The Bacchae, a dangerously disruptive 

influence. The relationship between the Fool and Dionysus is a constant in my work. 
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* 

IMAGE AND STORY 

When the London exhibition at the Rebecca Hossack Gallery closed, having sold about a 

third of the paintings, galleries in Dusseldorf and Cologne invited me to show the rest of the 

Winter Journey series. These venues have for me the benefit of being clubs and cafes: people 

cme to drink, socialise, listen to talks, watch performances and look at exhibitions. These 

experiences in Germany inspired me to eventually open a Coffeehouse Gallery in Charlbury 

Oxfordshire, a place where people could meet, eat, drink and see my paintings. The venues in 

Cologne and Dusseldorf drew the biggest crowds of strangers for any exhibition I ever put 

on.  I realized that the Germans do appreciate knowing the narrative and ideas behind the 

images. On the other it is good if my pictures appeal without explanations, sparking the 

imagination and creating new stories. Chopin’s Ballades are based on stories that he declined 

to divulge. He wanted the listener to imagine them without being specific. I try to play these 

exceptionally difficult pieces. (Try is the operative word.)   

Why shouldn’t words and images be combined, not just in graphic novels? We live in a rich 

period of this literary form. I am in awe of artists like Joe Sacco, Craig Thompson, Posey 

Simmonds and Nora Krug, just a few among many. They combine a level of expressive 

draughtsmanship that I can only dream of attaining, combined with insight into the human 

condition and the world that is on the level of the greatest novelists. Paintings that tell stories 

are not the same as graphic novels. Nor are they illustrations, of which I am also a devotee, 

being inspired especially by the 19
th

 century masters, Ludwig Richter, Gustav Dore, Arthur 

Rackham, Kate Greenaway, again just a few among many. Heath Robinson’s illustrations to 

Hans Andersen are entrancing and executed with a refinement and skill I can only dream of 
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achieving. Image is all-important in my paintings; however, words can provide a key to 

unlocking the hidden stories. 

Abandoning his fiancée, home and friends, the young man in Schubert’s Winterreise embarks 

on a defiantly solitary journey across a landscape in which he feels more at home with the 

elements than with other people from whom he feels increasingly alienated. The songs are 

ambiguous about such a journey. Is it an escape or a homecoming? The alternately seductive 

and bracing music leaves the meaning open to endless interpretation: bleak and hopeful in 

equal measure. The poignancy of Schubert’s music releases the imagination in such a way 

that each listener can relate to the songs in his or her own way. The simplicity of many of the 

songs makes them accessible, the whole cycle a touching reflection of life as each of us 

experiences it. 

 

Good Night: etching 
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SOLDIERS, FIT NAKED MEN AND GARGOYLES  

Of the other characters in my Winterreise sequence, none to be found in Schubert and 

Müller’s song cycle, the soldier has special significance. The relationship between the Fool 

and the soldier, both expressing different aspects of masculinity, creates tension in my take 

on this winter journey.  They seem to be constantly passing each other, like strangers in a 

street, rarely engaging or communicating. War is carrying on somewhere or other and the 

young and fit soldier lives in constant danger. Occasionally he glances at the Fool 

protectively but also for consolation and the Fool gazes on the soldier with compassion. The 

painful reality of both their circumstances, which in Schubert’s song cycle ends on what can 

be construed as a bleak and even nihilistic note led directly to my next sequence of paintings, 

The Seasons. There I put the soldier to sleep and give him the vulnerability of the Fool. 

Another image appearing regularly alongside flowers, faces, soldiers and the Fool is the fit 

male nude. Flowers and naked men provide the foundation of much of my work. I finally 

bring them together as a dominant theme in the Sleeping Soldier series. The male nudes in 

Winterreise are anonymous models from magazines. Those in the Sleeping Soldier are 

painted from life, friends and acquaintances who sat for me. Their stories will be told along 

with each picture. The paintings are dedicated to them. 

Grotesque figures half animal half human become a feature of the series as the journey 

proceeds. They appear to the wanderer as his journey becomes more challenging, perhaps a 

disturbing sign of his fear of madness. These creatures are inspired by the gargoyles on 

medieval churches and in illuminated manuscripts. I first introduced them in my painting of 

the organ case at St Peter’s Church Morden, decorating the lower frieze, but you can only see 

them by entering the organ loft. They were meant to entertain the choir. 

* 
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A NOTE ABOUT TEMPERA AND FLOWERS 

 

Mark with canary rose, aquilegia,cornflower and poppies. Tempera on gesso. 

The technique of using ground pigments mixed with egg-yolk is a slow and painstaking 

process. First a wooden board must be given a coat of gesso plaster which is then dried and 

polished until the surface is as smooth as glass. Pigment powder is then ground fine on a 

marble slab and blended with egg yolk to a consistency which can be applied in transparent 

layers. It is the polished gesso surface which makes the colours translucent as though a light 

were shining from inside the painting. Many layers as necessary are used to achieve the 

desired shade: the chemical reaction between the different pigments makes the final colour 

resonate. So, for instance, the first layers of transparent red pigment give extra brightness and 

depth to the final applications of blue. Every trained painter knows this when using oils, but 

with tempera the effect has added brilliance.  
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I made the mistake of not using gesso polish for the Winter Journey series, and prepared the 

boards with emulsion. As a result the tempera is already flaking, to destructive results in 

some of the pictures. I corrected this error for all subsequent paintings, and these, including 

the Sleeping Soldier series, will last. The medium suits the subject matter and my style.  

A layer of varnish might have protected the Winter Journey series, but the effect would be of 

a glossy makeup. These paintings have an ephemeral quality, portraying as it were a ‘flaky’ 

journey. Most seem to be surviving intact. The gloss, like make up, doesn’t suit the bleak 

theme. I do apply it on some of my work, portraits for instance, because they enhance the 

intimacy as in my painting of Mark, a keen gardener, surrounded by the flowers he loves. 

Tempera is a slow process which matches my approach to any subject: reflective and 

detailed. An oil painting can take a matter of minutes or be worked endlessly over years, 

never finished. That is the nature of the material. Tempera is quite different and imposes 

restrictions, demanding precision and time. Mistakes are difficult to correct, requiring many 

layers of pigment to hide what needs changing. A painting cannot be re-worked and changed. 

Tempera is a process that works from the ground up, starting with careful preparation of the 

surface long before brush applies pigment. Then there is a steady build-up of layers keeping 

faith with the final result which is already in the mind’s eye. This technique came in useful 

when I stopped painting tempera and became actively involved with the Soul of Europe. The 

art of peace mediation also starts from the groundwork with diligent preparation before the 

process of achieving the desired objective: its resolution clear in the mind at every stage. 

In my case painting in tempera flowers provide a structure within which the background and 

figures are introduced to tell the story.  The way blooms are scattered over the painting 

creates shapes and colours which illuminate the narrative and have particular significance 

wherever they appear. They are an essential part of the final image. 
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WINTER JOURNEY 

LOOKING BACK 

 

It is not by accident that the painting nearest to my desk, one constantly in my line of vision, 

is called Looking Back. The main themes that weave their way through the whole Winter 

Journey sequence are in place but raise unanswered questions. 

A Somali soldier glances down at the wanderer who turns his face back to the top left of the 

picture where a mysterious mask-like face smiles down on him. Is the wanderer looking back 

to more sociable days spent in the city now disappearing into the horizon? A curving road 

and a spray of love-in-the-mist encircle both the soldier and the wanderer connecting them, 

and opening up to the distant view of the past. A couple drink coffee together, paying no 
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attention to the main characters. They appear right from the start of the Winter Journey 

sequence in Good Night and regularly in other pictures, carrying on their conversation. 

All the soldiers are from media photos. These fit young men in the full bloom of youthful life 

carry out orders constantly aware of life coming to an end at any moment. Their handsome 

faces gaze out of media photos all too regularly. This one I chose for the nonchalant way he 

is putting a cigarette between his lips. The flowers as in all my paintings are from life. The 

balance between the real, the imagined and the copied is central to each painting. Love-in-the 

mist and wild geraniums counterpoint the winding road. Why is there a halo of orange 

blossom mysteriously surrounding the soldier’s head? Am I trying to perfume his menacing 

but also protective presence? 

Landscape is a constant feature in most of my paintings and drawings, but especially 

significant in this story of a man’s winter journey with towns, cities and villages nestling 

among rolling hills and meadows. The web of branches and vines provides a frame which is 

often broken or in construction. Stripped of leaves and winter dead, future growth is expected 

and hoped for. The new life will burst out in the next and my final sequence of paintings, The 

Seasons which I also call The Sleeping Soldier. The winding road is another other constant 

feature. It is the journey to be made towards and away from a place. In this sequence there are 

cars and bikes passing; more often than not the roads are empty, wrapping around the 

landscape like an umbilical cord. In Looking Back the wanderer on the winding road is on the 

way to a new birth. 

A muscular naked body also appears regularly throughout the Winter Journey, mostly as a 

torso, rarely complete. In Looking Back he lurks behind the soldier. Only towards the end of 

the journey in Courage, does the whole figure burst out of the picture full frontally: the body 

and the wanderer one and the same.  As in the song a point is being made about liberation and 
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taking charge of life. In Looking Back, at the start of the journey, the body is half hidden with 

two hands crossed in a protective gesture.  

Small details are common to a number of the paintings, such as the dustbin, which appears at 

the bottom left and right. Is the wanderer ditching his past burdens, divesting himself of 

baggage as well as clothes?  

Towns, walls and windows are other elements of my image vocabulary. Windows look in and 

out, providing different perspectives on the journey. Towns are places of memory and hopes. 

The low wall in Looking Back raises another question. Why does it divide the picture? A 

chatting couple are leaning against it. A single blue poppy hovers over it.  As the series 

proceeds so walls are breached and crumble, towns come under attack and windows smash. 

The wanderer traverses a ruined landscape. 

The winding road appears in many of my drawings. In this one, which happens to illustrate a 

song by Hugo Wolf called Morning Walk, a man dances along the road past towns and 

windows with people looking out in welcome and curiosity.  

 

There is always hope, in other words. These songs express longing, happiness and high 

expectations. In Looking Back the road curves through a landscape that will soon be 
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despoiled. The wanderer is walking away from the town, looking back with regret, doubt and 

apprehension. What will happen next? 

* 

The order of the pictures does not matter, although they were painted following the song 

cycle one by one.  Rebecca Hossack hung them to give the best impression of, in her words, 

‘a cloud of colours’. Whereas Schubert chose which of Müller’s poems he wanted to set and 

gave them a specific order in which choice of key contributes to the mood describing the 

course of the man’s interior journey ending with the organ grinder, my interpretation gives 

each song its own space and story independent from the others.  I hoped but never expected 

the series to be bought as a whole. The idea of people taking away one of the pieces to live its 

own life away from the others appealed. About a third of the series attracted buyers and the 

rest stayed with me, and these are the ones I can describe because I cannot remember all the 

details of those sold. It never occurred to me that people would actually dislike the paintings 

so it wounded me when they received the extreme reactions that also accompanied my 

Stations of the Cross at St Peters Morden. It is never my intent to shock, disturb and upset, 

but that is what I manage to do every time. My aunt, who had on the whole liked my work, 

took an instant visceral dislike to the Winter Journey exhibition and wasted no time in telling 

me how awful the paintings were. I always took her judgment of what I did seriously and 

generally agree with her likes. She loved my Apocalypse paintings for the Antoniter Kirche in 

Koln. So her revulsion at my Winter Journey series shook me. Rebecca Hossack observing 

my depression kindly declared that one day people would come to appreciate the paintings. 

She made a point of introducing me to another artist who exhibited at her gallery, a young 

woman who congratulated Rebecca on her good taste in choosing me and at last showing 

paintings she liked. Their words have encouraged me ever since because although the faults 

are visible to all I remain proud of my achievement. 
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GOOD NIGHT 

 

The first song in Schubert’s cycle is the longest. It sets the wanderer on the winter journey. 

Like others in the  sequence Good Night can stand alone. As part of the cycle a slow 

performance threatens a sluggish journey and can cast a pall over what should be an 

invigorating adventure into the unknown. Therefore at the start of the Winterreise when sung 

complete it helps to give the first song’s accompaniment a brisk upbeat feel. On its own the 

song creates a self-contained world, which is what I try to achieve in my painting. The steady 

tread of the piano can be allowed to express sadness, regret, a heavy heart: a sense of 

existential crisis. The tenderness of the words and melody offsets the tragic mood. The 

wanderer does not want to disturb his lover, hesitates to set off into the unknown and of 
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course there is an acceptance of loss and permanent parting. Taken at a slow pace the 

unexpected shift to the major key towards the end has an even more overwhelming effect.  

There is justified fear for where the journey might lead: to difficult places, alienation from the 

rest of the world, madness maybe even death. An autobiographical element is there from the 

start and dominates this first picture of the series. My self-portrait is a long hard look at a 

man in his mid 40s, leaving youth permanently behind. Schubert never had the chance to 

experience this. He died a young man even though his large body of work indicates a process 

of maturing that belies his years. How he found the hours in the day to actually write down 

all he composed beggars belief.  He is supposed to have frittered time away in taverns, 

drinking and indulging in whoring, an activity that led to him contracting a fatal venereal 

disease. Yes he knew how to enjoy himself and relax, but most of the time Schubert devoted 

himself to composing. As a result of the diagnosis for syphilis and immediately made aware 

of the shortness of his life he worked at fever pitch to the last moment. In one of the most 

powerful scenes in the film Pride about gay activists supporting striking miners, the lead 

character, knowing that the HIV infection he caught from a lover will kill him, faces up to his 

fate and berates a young colleague: ‘Life is short’ – in other words : ‘Get on with it!’  

Ostracism and death from a sexually transmitted disease is a major theme of my Winter 

Journey paintings, inspired not only by the music and the wars taking place across the world 

including Europe, but also by the death of friends from AIDS.  Maybe Schubert’s 

disappointment in love triggered the song cycle. The shame of syphilis, the AIDS of its day, 

would also have motivated the young person’s lonely journey into the winter landscape. 

Schubert’s total identification with this wanderer mirrors that of generations who relate 

personally to these universally loved songs. There is also the matter of choice. 

Who is this wanderer? The cycle is not gender specific. Some of the most emotionally 

truthful performances have been by female singers: Brigitte Fassbaender strikingly intense. 
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Lotte Lehmann gave legendary performances. Elizabeth Schumann recorded several songs 

from the cycle and in her inimitable intimate manner highlights disturbing and moving 

contrasts: the elation of hope followed by disappointment in The Post and even bleaker the 

delusion hitting harsh reality in Spring Dream. This experience is not gender specific and 

Schubert’s opening song gives cryptic explanations. The drama then unfolds with 

inevitability but also surprising at every turn, which is why the cycle remains a mystery open 

to endless interpretations. 

Good Night describes a departure from home. Despite talk of love and even marriage, the 

wanderer says goodbye and leaves to embark on a winter journey. There is no argument; he 

shuts the door quietly not to disturb his lover’s sleep. We know that the composer did not 

marry the woman he fell in love with as a teenager. He composed several songs and liturgical 

pieces for her, but being an artist with poor prospects of earning a living, her parents ruled 

him out as a suitable husband. His own father initially disapproved of his musical ambitions, 

wanting him to take up teaching which would have provided a secure living and made 

marriage possible. With no guarantee of success or financial rewards he chose to be a 

composer, a decision which immediately set him outside the structures of social expectations.  

Despite friends admiring his compositions he earned and published little and by the time of 

his death had scarcely any savings and few possessions. He did however have such 

confidence in his gifts that he used to declare that the world owed him a living. Against this 

background the Winterreise song cycle reveals deeper meaning. It is not rejection that fuels 

this journey. Artists know, choice doesn’t come into it really. There is never a choice in the 

matter. It is compulsion. This is why this cycle has perennial resonance, especially for artists. 

My interpretation of Good Night sets out most of the main themes that will be threaded 

through the rest of the series. The soldier has not appeared yet, but the naked male torso hints 

at machismo issues to come. Flowers sit contained in a glass. The winding road binds the 
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wanderer to my self portrait as I lift my hands in preparation to take the brushes and dip them 

in the pot of pigment. The moon illuminates a distant city which will come ever closer on this 

journey. A bird sits on the framing web of branches from behind which peers a grotesque and 

a cat. Windows appear in the landscape. The largest central one is fully lit and two women 

chat around the kitchen table.  

My painting is not about saying goodbye, it is preparation for a journey. 

A mysterious feature is the detail of the lower part of a face on the left side of the picture. 

Why not the eyes? What is the hidden meaning? Perhaps just my own eyes are sufficient. The 

self portrait dominates, coming again to the fore in only a few of the following paintings. I 

appear to be saying: look at me. This is the subject that matters right now. Then move your 

attention to the women talking in a brightly lit room, and then to the wanderer stepping out 

into the night where a full moon shines brightly over a distant city. The moon is a frequent 

theme in my work. I write about the significance of the moon in my piece Moon Night, about 

the early Romantics of the first part of the19
th

 century, which when it is written will be added 

to the website.  Schubert became a major inspiration for these writers, artists and composers 

who were all egalitarian, politically and socially aware. The moon is a companion to 

everyone, whoever we are, whatever background we come from. The world’s eternal satellite 

accompanies us faithfully. We are all equal under the moon. Hans Christian Andersen 

devotes his story What the Moon Saw to planet earth’s companion nightly patrolling the 

heavens, observing people leading widely different lives from the mundane to the tragic, the 

poor, the rich, the tortured artist suffering insomnia and the varied ways they respond to its 

tender beams of light.  This is the moon that appears in my paintings: observing, comforting 

and forever there even when hidden behind clouds. 
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DREAM OF SPRING 

 

The other painting in the series dominated by my self portrait reflects on a bittersweet song. 

Good Night sets the wanderer and me on our journey. Dream of Spring comes halfway 

through Schubert’s cycle: a dream of happiness and memories broken by a reminder of cold 

reality. In the song’s dream it is frost on the window pane which paints flowers. The mocking 

crows strut, peck and caw around the frame which contains a flourishing of fantasies: fit 
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desirable naked men who are beyond reach. The flowers etched on the frosted glass in the 

song are momentarily turned into luscious blooms.  

There are a number of details which call for explanation. Two portraits sit in the lower 

corners of the window. One is of Derek Jarman whose body of film work explores the nature 

of desire, its danger as well as its ecstasy, focusing on male relationships, in a manner that is 

both enthralling and disturbing. The other is of a feminist activist whose name I shamefully 

forget. She delivered a famous scathing attack on Marilyn Monroe, once the epitome of 

female sexiness at a time when the male gaze alone determined what makes a woman 

beautiful.  Next to Derek Jarman, separated by a cat, is the portrait of a man from Africa 

dying of AIDS: a young man prematurely old. These figures face out of the picture 

challenging us. Pivotal on the windowsill is a young Olympic gold winning woman sharp-

shooter seen from behind, pointing her rifle in the direction of the models. Her position 

caught my attention: the informal way she crosses her bare feet in the air, and while seeming 

relaxed intensely focused on her target. These details are not the main subject, but they add 

other perspectives. 

The naked men, exotic blooms and my self portrait dominate. A friend sat for while in front 

of this painting and then to my delight muttered: ‘I’m falling in love.’ A face at the centre of 

the window looking directly at the viewer attracted him with magnetic dark eyes, precisely 

the effect I wanted. 

There is a melancholy nostalgic narrative behind these buff models, a story familiar to gay 

men of a certain age who remember the days before the legalization of homosexuality and 

carried on liberating themselves in the following decades while general public disapproval 

encouraged us to remain closeted. Had there been a referendum in the 1980s on whether 

homosexuality should be considered a crime deserving at the very least incarceration, despite 
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the legislation passed by a majority liberal minded parliament, the vote would have been a 

decisive yes. Another referendum at the same time, and possibly even today would have 

given and still give a decisive yes to capital punishment. Referendums appeal to the most 

negative populist instincts as Brexit is proving. Referendums sideline the kind of politics in 

which elected representatives are given the authority and responsibility of steering people 

towards better humanity and wiser decisions. In those days of persecution and disapproval, 

closeted gays found solace in magazines purporting to be about male health and fitness when 

in fact they were a celebration of physical beauty and sex. These mostly straight working 

class models, made fit by hard manual work rather than gym training were happy to earn 

extra cash by posing for gay photographers. In those days, as my own experience can verify, 

even the straightest of straight men enjoyed gay affairs. Until Gay Liberation movements 

frightened them from being labelled, they were sure enough of their sexuality not to mind 

enjoying the admiration and attention of gay men. It is this sweet innocence that shines from 

the photographs in magazines that could be bought from any provincial newsagent, not 

necessarily from under the counter of a sleazy Soho bookshop, the kind where windows are 

blacked out. These models cavort and pose in my Dream of Spring. Some of them may have 

been gay, which adds to the titillation. Perhaps one of them could be a dream lover? Artists 

are used to living in dream worlds. In my case the consequences are costly, but it is a part of 

my character I cannot change. So this picture is a self-portrait in every way, and one, like the 

song, which at the same time as indulging in fantasy is also aware of cold hard reality. The 

figures below the window sill include images of memento mori: especially the young man 

turned prematurely aged. Just to the right of the sharp shooter a shadowy couple embrace. 

One of them is about to die. During the painting of this series the AIDS epidemic had reached 

its height. Too many men were losing their lovers in this way. Some of them are remembered 

and celebrated in the following paintings. 
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FROZEN TEARS 

 

IN MEMORIAM DAVID COSOVSKY 

This is the picture which Rebecca Hossack felt would have been more powerful if I had just 

concentrated on the camellia. She is right of course. On its own the intense red against a dark 

background would have expressed all the emotions I felt for the death of this young gifted 

violinist who I used to accompany on the piano in Beethoven and Brahms sonatas, and who 

joined me with a cellist to play trios. Far more musically gifted than either of us I invited him 
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to give concerts as part of the Piccadilly Festival. A child prodigy, for some reason he failed 

to achieve success as an adult, even though his playing matured. Outspoken and proudly gay 

he told me of affairs with several famous musicians and when he met me was enjoying a 

sexually adventurous relationship with an older man. Diagnosed with AIDS his health 

deteriorated rapidly within a short time of playing in the trio. We never had sex but 

developed an emotional commitment to each other, expressed mostly through playing music 

together. He defended me vehemently from professional musicians who criticised my 

amateurishness. I looked forward to a friendship lasting a life time. His sinking into death 

faster than my mind and feelings could handle shocked me to a degree that I experienced with 

two other friends who died the same way. Colin had been my first lover. Chris started as a 

one night stand and developed into a close friendship. The pain and sorrow thinking of all 

these years I miss them never fades. This picture, aptly named Frozen Tears, is my memorial 

to David the violinist in particular. 

Chris and Colin appear in later paintings. There is another reason for David’s prominence in 

this painting. He is not only gay and dying of AIDS as were Chris and Colin, he is Jewish. 

His Semitic features mean he cannot hide that fact, in the same was as other people cannot 

hide the colour of their skin. Gays have often been able to disguise their sexuality, even going 

to the lengths of marrying women and raising families. Effeminate gays either try to 

downplay their mannerisms or camp them up to an extreme degree, turning what could be an 

invitation to homophobic attack into popular entertainment. The UK may not be a 

fundamentally racist, anti-Semitic or homophobic country, but there is nevertheless a strong 

streak of all three attitudes that continues to disrupt, offend, hurt and inflict violence. In my 

own lifetime it is only recently that homophobia became a minority rather than majority 

attitude. Anti-Semitism has been simmering ever since Jews arrived in Europe, and peaks at 

intervals in its history, occasionally as a pogrom but more often, as for instance at the present 
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time, as a political and social scapegoat for national problems. Non-whites Despite strides in 

integration in all walks of life, non-whites constantly and still suffer discrimination. David 

would joke in public about musicians being either Jewish or gay, and in his case being both. 

However, as my painting tries to show it is his musicianship that mattered and meant most to 

others. For all these reasons David’s portrait and the violin are indispensible to the painting. 

A camellia on its own would not suffice. 

City ruins being a recurring image in my pictures reflect my heritage as a child born in the 

aftermath of world war. Buildings pockmarked with black holes where windows used to be 

and shelled walls crumbling are a perpetual feature of armed conflict, whether Europe in 

1945, the Balkans in 1995 and the Middle East today. The naked wanderer appears as a naked 

woman in an upper window space, a reference to rape as being an integral part of warfare. A 

lone daisy occupies another space, as in another does my friend Mark, a nurse and carer who 

smiles consolingly. Just above the camellia a young ‘buddy’ watches over the extremely sick 

David.  On my final visit before he died I came with small painting of David and Jonathan, 

which moved him to declare it represented our relationship. Embarrassing me with 

exaggerated praise he displayed the generosity of spirit that encourages and builds 

confidence. ‘Buddies’ are volunteers who sit with dying AIDS patients until their last 

moments. This ‘buddy’ arrived as I rose to leave and I observed how David, a skeleton barely 

covered by pale skin, exhausted by my visit and facing his final moments with abject fear, 

turned his gaze away from me for the last time and fixed it on the quiet and patient young 

man with a look of trust, as much as to appeal: ‘Please don’t leave me.’  This heartrending 

moment haunts me still and had to be put in the picture, as a tribute to all ‘buddies’.    Two 

doves are in attendance. Myosotis, forget-me-not, festoons the ruined building. This might 

seem a cheesy choice o flower, but they happened to be growing at the time I painted Frozen 

Tears. 
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Serendipity plays a part in the creative process. In this painting I like the way the violin 

turned out, bleeding into the flower, the paleness of David’s skin intensifying the depth of the 

crimson red, so the camellia and instrument become one in music. I have a particular 

poignant memory of two pieces David played, the Tartini Devil’s Trill Sonata and Bach’s 

Chaconne from the second partita which he performed at a Good Friday three hour service in 

St James’s Piccadilly. Looking at the painting after all these years for me it is possible to hear 

the focus of his playing, the accuracy of intonation and the sweetness of tone that I associate 

especially with Jewish fiddle players, like Nathan Milstein whom David revered. He also 

taught me to ‘feel’ rhythm rather than counting beats in a bar, and pay special attention to 

subtle differences in dynamics, because these bring a piece to life. There is a moment in 

Beethoven’s first violin sonata which we worked on together where a note is played piano 

and then in the next bar pianissimo. Following that dynamic scrupulously makes all the 

difference. His spirit hovers behind me whenever these details appear on the page and alerts 

me to the musical meaning. 

 

Frozen Tears 
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THE GUEST HOUSE   THE SLEEPING SOLDIER 

 

David appears with Chris and Colin in the most completely personal of all the paintings in 

my Winter Journey series. Central is the soldier who for the first time in the series is resting 

and falling asleep. This picture is both one of the final ones in the Winter Journey but first in 

The Sleeping Soldier series where it represents December, mid-Winter. 

There is irony in the title, Das Wirtshaus, one of the most gravely beautiful in Schubert’s 

song cycle and when performed by a consoling deep bass or a sensitive warm baritone can be 

overwhelmingly moving. The guest house is in fact a graveyard where the idea of joining the 
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dead appeals to the wanderer who asks if there is a spare room, or are they all occupied?  My 

self portrait is shrunk to the lower right hand corner, looking up wonderingly at these friends, 

lovers and family, all deceased. They are depicted in their prime, not in the final moments of 

their physical and mental deterioration. At the top of the painting a modern city rises from the 

rubble of war’s destruction.  My mother in her youthful heyday is imitating Katherine 

Hepburn’s independent feminine style, hands in baggy trouser pockets. She is framed by a 

pergola where a vine is in vigorous growth and surrounded by vigorous and fragrant roses. At 

that immediate post-war time her future had promise. There are many reasons why this image 

is significant to me: I alone know the full story of her life, the abuse and trauma of her 

childhood, the splendid flowering of her gifts as a writer, especially poetry, her sharp intellect 

and deep thoughtfulness as well as astute critical faculties, but already crippled by a series of 

severe illnesses which eventually climaxed mid-life into full blown cancer, leading to 

grotesquely painful physical decline and a harrowing death. That she is surrounded by the 

rubble of destruction is a poignant reminder for me of her life’s trajectory.  

Her step mother whom I always considered my grandmother is also portrayed to the right of 

the painting: an image rising out of the city’s ruins. It reflects the strength of her that survived 

two world wars, persecution, family tragedy and domestic abuse.  My mother gave me a 

broad political and cultural education. Because of my weak intellect and emotional confusion 

it became a challenging routine of being constantly examined and failing. I could never be 

clever or good enough.  Her childless stepmother took over the maternal role in my life. As 

my grandmother lay dying I sat and held her hand. A series of strokes made speech painfully 

difficult and exacerbated her frustration at failing to be understood. Only after she died did I 

discover that from the day of my birth she had been putting money aside, year after year, in a 

special account with the password of her affectionate nickname, Muschi. Her best friend and 

owner of the pharmacy in Vienna where they worked together told me, about this with the 
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alarming proviso that the money had to be taken out of the country secretly because my 

grandmother wanted me to keep every penny and not pay tax or fees. So I carried the wads of 

notes under my vest, wrapped around my body and managed to walk through security check 

without being stopped. This money gave me the freedom to paint and decide what I wanted to 

do with my life, eventually buying the Coffeehouse Gallery I ran as a business, something 

she as an astute sensible woman of the world would have approved. Knowing nothing of this 

legacy during our final meeting I sat looking at her in embarrassment wondering what to say, 

unable to interpret the squeaks and effortful noises she squeezed through stroke-paralyzed 

lips in her desperate attempt to tell me something important. She had supported me without 

reservation throughout my childhood and early adulthood, never once criticised me or 

scolded me, appreciated my painting and when I played the piano for her, in particular 

Chopin’s op 45 Prelude in C sharp minor, each time thanked me for what she considered a 

special gift. I held her hand, stroked it, and told her she had been more of a mother to me than 

my own mother, thanking her from the bottom of my heart. Suddenly her hand gripped mine 

tightly for several unforgettable moments. Her eyes brimmed with tears and death followed 

shortly after my departure. I then realized she had been waiting for these words all her life.  

Both mothers appear in many of my paintings. Each needs a book dedicated to narrating what 

they suffered and experienced, in the case of my mother a destructively dysfunctional family, 

and both lives disrupted by historical events, specifically world wars and the holocaust. My 

Winter Journey at least acknowledges both their stories, which is why I want to unpack, 

explain and tell the stories behind these paintings. 

Moving clockwise round The Guest House, the next gravestone is for my grandfather whose 

history is told in The Road to Chartres. This strapping son of an impoverished Moravian 

peasant family fled an abusive home to live on the streets of Vienna at the turn of the last 

century. A civil servant took him in, cared for, educated and prepared him for a career. 
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However after being conscripted to fight in the First World War a military accident shattered 

his nerves, not a war wound but as a result of a cart carrying munitions falling on him. He 

could no longer fight and needed to be looked after for the rest of his life, an intimidating 

physically imposing figure whose hands shook uncontrollably. Even when married he had 

affairs with other women. His first wife, my blood grandmother, came from the family of 

Vienna’s famous liberal Chief Rabbi Friedmann, my great-great grandfather. These 

infidelities eventually drove her to commit suicide. My mother, then a twelve year old girl, 

suffered the trauma of finding the corpse lying next to the oven with the gas turned on.  My 

grandfather soon after married the grandmother I knew, a trained pharmacist. Being Jewish 

she had to flee Vienna when the Nazis took power after the 1938 Anschluss with Germany 

and managed to get my mother out on one of the last Kinder Transports. Not being Jewish my 

grandfather could stay in Vienna, living with one of his mistresses. After the war my 

grandmother returned and looked after him for the rest of his life. He grew into the typical 

bullying male boss of the family, terrorising and insisting on always getting his way. He used 

to flex impressive farm-boy biceps which he let me stroke admiringly telling me he had 

known as a young man how to survive on the rough city streets. I observed my grandmother 

flinch listening to him. Only after her death I learnt that he used to beat her, sometimes so 

badly she had to be taken to hospital. He took the lion’s share of attention and pontificated 

while forbidding any disagreement. This kind of little Hitler can be found everywhere, not 

just in Germany and Austria, but a particularly familiar type there. I chose to paint him not as 

the tyrant I knew but as a handsome young man from a photo taken shortly after his arrival in 

Vienna while being cared for by the civil servant. In an incoherent exchange I had with my 

grandfather shortly before he died of old age, at a time when his rapidly worsening condition 

made any conversation impossible, he hinted at the nature of this relationship with another 

man. He had observed me with Donald and seemed eager to tell me that he had experienced a 
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similar emotional and perhaps also sexual attachment. This kind of mutually beneficial 

relationship between poor young men wanting to improve their chances in life and richer 

older men has always existed, then and now. The photo shows him smartly groomed and 

looking out at the world with shy uncertainty but with proud awareness of his beauty and 

fitness.  This is the man who attracted both my grandmothers, a hunk who had escaped 

poverty, fought his way to survival in Vienna and with the help of a kindly man, maybe even 

a lover, received an education which he devoured with gratitude and enthusiasm. During that 

time of learning he committed reams of Goethe and Schiller to memory and recited them 

much to the pride and delight of my grandmother. This quality of wanting to learn and be a 

better man explained my grandmother’s devotion, despite the abuse and temperamental 

behaviour which disfigured their final years together. 

I feel nostalgia for the man he used to be before fury and disappointment with life took over. 

Some years before his physical decline while walking with my grandmother he stopped and 

stared at a painting in a shop window. Moved to tears he explained to her that the picture 

reminded him of the landscape round his childhood home. She bought it for his birthday. In 

bright springtime colours it shows a fruit tree in blossom surrounded by green fields and a 

path leading through them to a village under a cloudless sky, with not a person present. This 

landscape represented for him the dream childhood edited of dirt, poverty, beatings and how 

his widowed mother burnt every book he managed to get hold of. She had determinedly 

discouraged his drive to be educated because that interfered with his duties on the farm. The 

idyll portrayed in the picture that meant so much to him appears in many of my own 

paintings, long before I knew about the one that moved my grandfather. Mine however 

contain figures, often uncluttered by clothing, and the countryside is often contaminated by 

urban sprawl and the destruction of war. As the years pass and the older I grow the nearer my 

landscapes approach his dream of pristine purity. Sadly because of a rift between him and my 
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mother that lasted years he never saw or knew about my painting.  We could have bonded 

over our shared love of poetry. Then I might have learned from him directly about his 

childhood, the early years in Vienna. Senility and illness prevented him telling me his story. 

We were never able to talk about his hopes for life before disappointment and rage 

extinguished them. My grandmother told me how he once insisted on them both visiting his 

home village and of her shock at what she saw: a place of dirt and abject poverty, nothing 

like the painting he loved. 

* 

When the Berlin Wall came down and the Iron Curtain melted away I immediately seized the 

opportunity of travelling to Eastern Europe and wrote about that journey in The Road to 

Chartres. I focused on two aims, one concerning a commission based on my Jewish 

godmother’s childhood memories of Thuringia, an idyllic rural region in what had been part 

of the German Democratic Republic and quite inaccessible from the West. Tied to this 

journey was my personal need to visit the spot in Poland where my paternal grandparents 

were murdered two years before my birth. They appear in the next grave behind a self-

portrait, my eyes fixed on the wanderer, in this painting a tiny figure, who passes by with a 

gesture that comments sorrowfully that all rooms are occupied and his journey must continue. 

My father never recovered from what happened to his parents. Suffering from survivor’s guilt 

he could never talk about them or even say their names: Regina and Ludwig. I learned these 

later only after my father’s death in his biography, Exile, by Roger Averill. They managed to 

save their son by sending him to the UK before war broke out, but failed to do the same in 

time for their daughter, my aunt, who by the skin of her teeth did survive Auschwitz where 

she and my grandparents were sent to be liquidated. No one knows precisely when and how 

they were killed, presumably gassed and incinerated.  While I have sadly inherited emotional 

insecurity problems from my mother’s mother it seems my Jewish momma traits come from 
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my father’s mother making sure there is enough to eat for everyone. The National Socialists 

brought this gift for hospitality to an abrupt end. Letters to my father survive, sent from 

Berlin where they refused to leave their small apartment, a single room with a tiny balcony. 

Making every effort to avoid describing their dire situation they write about the simple 

pleasure of drinking coffee on the balcony with the sun shining. The letters are full of 

expressions of love, but not a word about their fears and the truth of life outside the flat they 

dared not leave. Packed and ready they knew that eventually the police would come and take 

them away. This silence on the main matter of their lives to protect my sixteen year old father 

from anxiety is heartbreaking. I paint Regina and Ludwig, a loving couple proud of their two 

children, especially a son for whom they had the highest hopes. My aunt described her 

brother as a ‘Musterknabe’, a soft-hearted goody-goody, and considered herself, not without 

pride, the black sheep of the family. This defiant rebellious streak stood her in good stead 

throughout her life. It helped her survive the war and concentration camp.   

Graves as such don’t have significance for me. People like relatives and friends who made a 

difference, loved and advised me when they were alive continue to do so. They sit on my 

shoulder and when in crisis and doubt I listen to their counsel. There is no need to visit a 

grave to talk to them, so I have not returned to the spot where my maternal grandmother’s 

ashes are stored next to those of my Moravian grandfather. A few years before her own death 

she took me to the large cemetery in Vienna with its long roads and mile on mile of walls in 

which urns fill thousands of niches. Carol Reed’s classic film The Third Man is about post-

war crime in a ruined city, the fragility of justice, morality and the meaning of civilized life. 

It ends atmospherically in this place, with Joseph Cotton waiting for Alida Valli who walks 

towards him from the distance having attended the funeral of the opportunistic rogue they 

both loved and who Cotton had to betray. Faithful to the man who despite his criminal 

activities protected and saved her life she then passes by without turning her face or 
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expressing a flicker of emotion, an unforgettable moment in cinema. I could never have 

found the final resting place of my grandfather in this vast warren without a guide. I stared at 

his urn and felt nothing. My grandmother dusted the niche and pointed to the space where her 

own urn would be placed. When she told me they would sit next to each other for fifty years I 

asked what would happen after that, she surprised me by saying vehemently with a snort 

‘Why should I care?’  I imagined staff throwing the urns away. Cemeteries are important 

places politically and socially as well as personally for many people. The acres of white 

tombstones scattered across the city of Sarajevo are a perpetual reminder of the massacres 

during the Bosnia War. The massive looming memorial pillars on Kozara Mountain in 

thenorht of the country now known as the Republika Srpska, once at the heart of former 

Yugoslavia, are inscribed with thousands of names, Muslim and Jewish as well as Serbian, 

Slovenian and Croatian partisans who fought and died in vast numbers to defeat the Nazis. 

These lists remind future generations of a significant truth denied by too many that everyone 

and not just one ethnic and faith community engaged, suffered and died in this war against 

fascism. In the second part of Tagame’s graphic novel My Brother’s Husband, the main 

character at last comes to terms with the death of his sibling, a man he had rejected for being 

gay, by taking the American widower to visit the family grave, to make him feel part of the 

family and be an uncle to his daughter. In a touching climax to the two part novel this act of 

paying respect, cleaning it and placing fresh flowers becomes a cathartic moment, and 

changes him.  In my case paintings rather than gravestones and urns are my memorials to the 

dead. This interpretation of Das Wirtshaus, The Guest House, one of the most beautiful songs 

in the whole cycle, has therefore particularly personal significance in the series. 

The next three graves belong to friends who died young of AIDS. David Cosovsky the 

violinist about whom I write in Frozen Tears is performing. To his left is Chris, a friend 

whose story is told in A Road to Chartres. Tall dark and handsome he had no difficulty 
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picking up other men. This made him vulnerable to the HIV virus. My memory of those early 

years of the epidemic when people knew too little about its causes and treatment is that it hit 

worst those who were the most sexually liberated, men I admired and envied for their courage 

and open hearts. An architect who worked for National Trust Historic Building Conservation 

Chris introduced me to the beauty of architecture, opening my eyes to design and detail. 

There were many times walking together through London, especially the outer suburbs, when 

he would stop, turn to me and say with a chuckle and shrug: ‘Can’t you see?!’ I looked 

around and suddenly become aware of an interesting building I would have passed by without 

noticing. When I travel and wander through cities and towns, even remote villages, I open my 

eyes the way Chris taught me.  I am a socialist leaning to such an extreme that on the political 

chart I disappear off the left side. Chris, like some other close friends, mocked me regularly 

from his entrenched right wing position. We laughed a lot together about these matters, but 

our friendship remained strong, because we shared so many enthusiasms. We went to the 

opera often together. Our first meeting happened during a performance of Verdi’s Il 

Trovatore. Our eyes met across the aisle and I could hardly believe my luck when this 

dreamily handsome man asked me out for a drink. After our first brief affair we lost touch for 

several years and met by lucky chance again in London. His partner, Ouzi, an Israeli artist, 

also became one of my closest friends and remains so to this day, both of us loving and 

encouraging each other’s paintings. For Ouzi the death of Chris became an acutely painful 

experience. He stayed with the dying man, now shrivelled to a skeleton, and slept on the floor 

by his hospital bedside until Chris breathed his last. Then at the funeral, which to my shame 

and deep regret I did not attend, the parents turned their back on Ouzi. He had really needed 

me there.  It is the living and not the dead who must be cared for at such moments.  

The final grave belongs to Colin a fellow student with whom I had my first serious 

relationship. We met through the Cambridge student theatre scene. The ebullient and 
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irrepressibly funny Miriam Margolyes introduced us. I had the good fortune to perform 

alongside her in Shakespeare’s Cymbeline.  She played the part of the wicked queen and 

much to my shame and embarrassment never failed to make me giggle, what is called 

‘corpsing’ in our scenes together. At the closing night party I observed her giving comfort to 

a handsome young man who had burst into tears, overwhelmed by existential angst, the way 

students tended to be in those days and for all I know still do. I fell in love with his emotion, 

his beauty and irresistible Irish eyes. Two years ahead of me at college, my intense 

relationship with Colin lasted only a year. We parted painfully when he left for Paris to train 

as a mime actor. A few years later he returned briefly to a relationship with an artist who 

knew Francis Bacon. Back in Paris he caught AIDS from his final partner, another actor, and 

became the first person I knew intimately who had fallen ill with this mysterious and 

terrifying disease, I spent time with him when he returned to England to spend his final days 

being cared for by family. I observed for the first time how appallingly young patients 

changed physically and mentally and at an alarming rate, aging decades within months. The 

emotion of our relationship had drained completely from him. Terror and making every effort 

to stay alive meant that he could give no energy to anyone else, least of all me. I attended the 

funeral along with his other two surviving former partners. The three of us left the family 

group and stood by the grave together, staring down, arms round each other, a moment so 

painful that we couldn’t speak.  

A short time before he fell ill, Colin’s second partner the artist created for him a piece of 

performance art: an astronaut lost in space surrounded by planets and stars in the shape of 

beautifully painted spheres the size of bowls which the artist rolled down the sloping 

courtyard of St James’s Church. I portray Colin as the sky traveller. He reminds me of 

Antoine de St Exupèry, creator of Le Petit Prince, another aeronaut who also died a young 

man, lost over the North African desert, presumed killed in a flying accident. Of the many 
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chapters in this iconic book, the moment that affects me most, alongside the fox who wishes 

to be tamed, is when the snake kindly offers to help the little prince return to his planet, the 

manner of this journey being left to the imagination: death as a home-coming. For me Colin 

is the little prince similarly floating eternally on his asteroid through the universe.   

Mozart wrote that he had no fear of death, that on the contrary he considered it a blessing. 

Bach also composed his most consoling music to thoughts of dying. Rather than death, for 

him life’s suffering, human cruelty, misfortune, sickness and poverty were the subjects of 

fear, anger and distress. The pain is for those who remain and have to continue life without 

the missing person.  A seed has to die before it begins new life, as in the ninth Station of the 

Cross, the Final Fall I painted for St Peter’s Church, Morden. Parishioners astutely if also 

mockingly called it the ‘unfinished’ picture. The body lies under a wide bleak winter 

landscape. In the Crucifixion panel the mouldering corpse on the tree cross faces its 

resurrection across the chancel, an naked man leaping full of life from the same tree.  

In The Guest House new life begins to emerge in the winter landscape as a promise of what is 

to come: delicate plants, cyclamen, fuchsia, roses, doronicum, margaritas and celandine 

winding and twining around the memorial portraits. These people are vividly alive for me, 

even though their bodies have turned to ash. Colin shares my emotions. Chris’s laughter 

makes rightly wicked fun of me: his wagging finger warning about my misjudged adventures. 

I can still hear the sound of David’s violin: the intensity of his vibrato, precision of his tuning 

and shapely phrasing. We shared an understanding that needed no words or explanations. It is 

rare to have this ‘unspoken’ kind of relationship where working together happens organically 

because the thoughts are in alignment. At the moment I have it with Richard who is designing 

and hosting this website: an understanding which means that we can talk about everything 

and anything, and we trust each other. The website is a joint creation.  
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The Schubert song Das Wirtshaus is not actually about death, despite the solemnity of the 

hymn-like melody and the longing for peace and lifting of sorrow and pain. The wanderer 

looks at the graves but knows that his life is not over yet. Like me and all of us who survive 

loss, he must carry on wandering. The dead may be gone, but we are still here. ‘Weiter, 

immer weiter... onward, ever onward....’ 

 

LOOKING BACK 

Some songs in the Winterreise each receive several interpretations, as with Rückblick, 

Looking Back. 
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These two little roundels are my personal ‘looking backs’, all the way to being a baby in my 

mother’s arms, a photo that touches me because I never remember her being maternal. 

According to my father she cared for me lovingly in those early days she did take trouble 

with my health and fitness throughout my childhood, teaching me how to walk properly 

keeping the insoles raised and insisted on dental treatment to correct my overbite. She may 

have been affectionate in the years before my memory started; but throughout my childhood I 

feared her, perpetually failing to meet her high standards. This undermined faith in my 

abilities which is why as a teacher and friend my priority has always been to build self 

confidence in people to lay a firm foundation for anything else they do. The photo used in 

this painting tells me of a love that I never remember experiencing from her. From the 

moment memory kicked in I experienced life as a perpetual Sisyphean examination with few 

if any pleasures.  On the other hand my parents by drenching me in a wide cultural education 
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gave me the tools to help me deal with pains and problems. They encouraged my painting 

and music making. All my life these two have been my chief comfort and support. 

Fortunately I had the opportunity of thanking my father for that gift. His appreciation and 

patent relief made me regret not having been able to say the same to my mother who died 

before I could do so. However our relationship had deteriorated so badly that even if she had 

lived longer I don’t think there would ever have been a similar opportunity.  Leaving home 

and making new friends felt like all doors and windows had been flung wide open to let fresh 

air and sun into my life. These small paintings are dedicated to that exhilarating sense of 

freedom, which accounts for all the coupling going on, bodies wrapped around each other and 

bound in vigorous twining growth. Water runs through both pictures, specifically the River 

Evenlode that flows through the village of Ascott-under-Wychwood in Oxfordshire where I 

devoted ten years to just painting, culminating in these two series:  Winter Journey and the 

Sleeping Soldier.  

I skinny dipped in the Evenlode one hot summer with Robert, a potter and teacher. This 

moment of naked bathing together happened after our relationship ended. He had met, fallen 

in love, married and settled into life with wife and three sons, a family he had always wanted. 

Feelings don’t just disappear completely. The paintings try to indicate a frisson in the air and 

water.  

The girl stroking a cat is my mother as a girl.  

The flowers, the naked bodies and swimming are inspired by the final story in Nizami’s 

Seven Tales of the Seven Princesses, a book that has meant the most to me throughout my 

life. .There is no version in English easy to find at the moment, so I translated it myself from 

the version in German. This book contains all the wisdom necessary, about love, about sex, 

about good and evil, life and death. At its heart is a core belief in the need for human beings 
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to understand and accept ourselves in relation to others, to the whole world and beyond. This 

need expresses itself most powerfully and creatively through love. A Sufi Muslim Kurd who 

lived a simple life away from courts and celebrity, Nizami carefully avoids any specifically 

religious interpretation of life and experience. When he does mention God, it is always in a 

multi-faith dimension, describing a character ‘beautiful as the young Joseph and wise as 

Jesus’. The stories are set in different regions across the then known world, from West to 

East, North to South, taking in different communities and traditions. In the penultimate story 

of Good and Evil he expresses particular sympathy for his own community: a perpetually 

stateless and persecuted minority which turns out to be a people who offer and enable healing 

to others in need. Within its small volume as part of a larger work, this final book by the 

elderly Nizami sums up his approach to life and is a supreme work of the imagination, 

beautifully composed, accessible and as ravishing as a Persian miniature.  

It is particularly the final story which inspires much of my painting, especially when I focus 

on people and nature, the naked body and flowers. The Story of the Lover’s Afflictions is a 

witty corollary to the other six stories: a light-hearted romp with a happy ending that 

celebrates love and its consummation. It brings resolution to the first tale, The Story of 

Unfulfilled Love, a dark exploration of paradise lost and uncontrollable male sexual desire 

with its inevitable tragic outcome. Andersen’s fairytale The Garden of Paradise is a 

considerably bowdlerised version. Andersen with his customary finesse creates a beautiful 

adaptation to honour the original, but he glosses over the crucial element, understandable 

given the hypocritical and prudish 19
th

 century society for which he wrote. The physical sex 

act is the substance of Nizami’s story so Andersen’s chaste kiss misses the point entirely. 

Each story has a colour which illuminates the main theme. Black is the colour of Nizami’s 

Story of Unfulfilled Love, for many the most original and powerful of all, whereas white is the 

colour of the final tale which focuses on the relationship between the man and a woman as 
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equals in desire and growing love. Of course there are trials to be endured; the elements can 

be treacherous, especially when we fail to pay attention and care. The main character is a 

young gardener, not a prince: an ordinary man who creates this paradise for his own delight 

and refreshment.  One day he finds it invaded by a group of young women who are enjoying 

themselves, swimming naked in the pools, playing and lying down among the flowers and 

shrubs. The story develops once he enters the garden and they surround him angrily thinking 

at first he is a peeping Tom interloper. Once they discover he is the creator of this piece of 

heaven as apology they pair him off with a girl of his choice. The adventures start. It is this 

image of a garden landscape in which people can undress and play that features in so many of 

my paintings, and inspires these two roundels. The Story of the Lover’s Afflictions ends the 

book with a paradise regained: human beings in complete harmony with each other, with 

nature and the cosmos. All the tragedies and tribulations that have gone before involving the 

extremes of brutality, fears, paranoia and catastrophes give way to a vision of harmonious co-

existence that can be realized. Without the other darker six stories the final one loses its 

power, which is a celebration of hope that union with each other and all of nature is within 

our grasp. 

Both these Looking Back roundels are linked by water. I swim in the one, Robert in the other. 

Relationships can possess an intensity which makes recovery from break ups painful over 

long periods – generally as long as their duration, which in our case lasted several years. The 

sense of failure and loss does fade, but melancholy never quite disappears. When we swam 

naked together I felt hope for a re-kindling that could never happen. We met years later again 

but whatever we shared had long come to an end. We politely parted ways, and never saw 

each again. These paintings were done during the period of coming to terms with the end of a 

relationship. They reflect the mood of Schubert’s Rückblick, Looking Back, a song of regret. 
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Now as I look at this paintings the most poignant feelings are for my mother as a girl and 

after she had given birth to me. She is engrossed with stroking first the cat while it is relating 

aggressively to the dog nearby and then with even more tenderness at the child in her arms. 

As a girl she could have had no idea of the traumas to come, personal and political, and as a 

mother no notion of what would become of me.  

Robert and my mother crossed paths when my relationship with her broke down. On her final 

visit I tried in vain to summon the courage to tell her that I didn’t want her to visit me again. 

The conversation dragged on painfully while Robert lay on the sofa not appearing to take any 

notice, when suddenly he shouted out loudly: ‘Can’t you understand?  He wants you to go.’ 

She looked at me, and my evident relief made it clear the umbilical cord had been severed. 

For me the memory of this moment adds poignancy to a painting in which flowers are in full 

bloom and everywhere couples are making love. Robert’s face smiles out, the way he used to 

look at me during our relationship. My 21 year old mother, just above him, comforts me in 

her arms. Relationships with both went wrong but this is how I like to remember them.  

There is another inspiration from a poem by Anne Ridler about the Evenlode, a little river as 

idyllic as its name. The ancient Wychwood Forest, home to pheasants, badgers, stoats and 

weasels looks across the valley, willows bending over the banks of the Evenlode, meadows 

on both sides. This could be the setting for The Wind in the Willows. Anne Ridler’s poem 

describes her children like nature spirits from Greek mythology playing among the reeds, on 

the banks and swimming in the gently rippling waters. She wrote this long before I moved to 

the village on that river and her verses hovered in my thoughts throughout my years painting 

there, as did the sound of water flowing through many Schubert songs, the main element in 

his first song cycle, Die Schöne Müllerin, The Fair Maid of the Mill, a companion and 

consoling presence whose murmur sends messages and cradles the soul. 
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* 

ON THE RIVER 

 

 

In this small roundel an old man remembers past lovemaking while a boat rocks on the 

waves, water gushing over the sides. This is a personal favourite and overlooks my bed. That 

old man is now me. Water mallow, a bellflower and a blossom are lightly bound together by 

winter twigs to frame the scene. The sweetness of the dream includes a view through a 
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window towards a grey city beyond the water. It is tricky to achieve balance painting on 

roundels. The picture is slightly off-kilter in the photo giving an impression of being rocked 

on the waves, which I like. It adds another dimension to the image. 

Windows are a regular feature in my paintings and drawings. They look out and also in, often 

at the same time. In the case of On the River the image in this window awakens memories 

and thoughts about my life’s journey, the years working in London, people I met there. Just 

the suggestion of buildings smudged against a dawn skyline is enough to conjure memories. 

Are we looking out towards the future, or is the window looking into the picture, reflecting 

the past? 

Windows are a feature of significance in early Romantic art. Caspar David Friedrich and 

Georg Friedrich Kersting painted iconic pictures of women both seen from behind, one 

looking out of a window, the other combing her hair in front of a mirror, next to the window. 

The light from these windows has an intense spiritual glow. In The Morning Hour, another 

window picture, Moritz von Schwind, a friend of Schubert’s, paints a bedroom with a young 

woman in bare feet who has just got out of bed, duvet thrown back and early morning sun 

shining on the sheets.  
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Like in the other pictures the woman has her back to us as she leans to look out of a window. 

We glimpse misty mountains in the distance. Is she looking at something or waiting for 

someone?  Or is she simply enjoying the view and the warm rays of the sunlight illuminating 

the room most of which is still dark? It could be a Schubert song: an everyday image that 

suggests a novel. 

An artist I adore, everything and everyone von Schwind paints is shapely, the muscled limbs 

softly sculpted, faces and bodies fitting snugly into the landscape that curves and rolls around 

them. Another of his pictures shows a young man one barefoot leg crossing over the other 

and lying on his cloak laid over a piece of mossy ground under an oak tree in a forest. Wild 

flowers grow among the tree’s roots which with the low branches appear to cradle, protect, 

support and embrace the young man whose face is thrown back as his outstretched arms raise 

a hunting horn in the air, ready to blow a melody.  

 

The relaxed figure and nature are in union. The image refers to the collection of folksong and 

poetry known as Das Knaben Wunderhorn, The Boy’s Magic Horn, an inspiration to 

generations of Romantic artists and composers. Poems from the collection on the themes of 

war, especially the terrors and fears being a soldier, death and hard life’s uncertainty, broken 

love and dreams of heaven have been set to music most poignantly by Mahler whose 
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relationship to this collection touched on everything he composed. Von Schwind’s portrait of 

the young man under the oak tree has been an icon for me all my life and is one of the few 

paintings that move me to tears. The other two are both by Rembrandt: The Jewish Bride and 

The Return of the Prodigal Son. I appreciate how the people in von Schwind’s paintings. are 

men and women seen every day in the street. They are attractive in their candour and 

familiarity. They embrace life. I want to be with them. 

* 

Windows and wanderers feature in all of my pictures, and not just this series dedicated to a 

personal interpretation of Schubert’s Winterreise. The windows in my paintings and drawings 

are either blank or lit up with people glimpsed inside. They stare out of war-scarred ruins. 

Faces peer out or we are looking through them, as here on to a town beyond a river.                                                                                   

This painting is inspired by another Schubert song, Die Stadt/The Town part of a 

posthumously published cycle Schwanengesang/Swan Song. Against an impressionistic 

accompaniment that could have been composed by Debussy suggesting the regular splash of 

oars, Heine’s poem describes an approach to a town on the river bank. We hear the oars dip, 

plunge and drip. The music conveys a sense of dread as memories weigh heavily. The town 

viewed from a distance is as regular a feature in my pictures as the window. In this painting 

On the River the memories are tinged with melancholy, a nostalgia for times and 

relationships long past. The overall mood is one of delight, inspired also by Duparc’s 

Invitation au Voyage which suggests a boat ride to a land of ‘luxe, calme et volupté’. These 

lovers are well on the way there. Performances matter. Listen to the seductive way Maggie 

Teyte sings the final word, her suggestive consonants.  

The key to this picture is the old man’s face suffused with the seraphic look of blissful 

memories.  
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* 

THE FLOOD 

 

A cocky young man is in control of The Flood. Flut is the name of the song and the German 

word for tide.  I title this painting The Flood although tide is more correct. Tides carry 

flotsam and jetsam. Flood has resonance of ecological disaster, the Old Testament and Noah. 

The picture says exactly what I intended, and each image, each gesture came out right. It 
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doesn’t matter if others disagree, but the picture works for me as a whole and in the details 

whereas too many of my other paintings have faults, imperfections and can always do with 

improvements. Not this one. I wouldn’t change anything. I achieved a balanced structure, so 

important in a painting: the way the aquilegia and poppies float in a misty sky with faces of 

friends and acquaintances, the way the young man is sitting, looking directly out of the 

painting at us, his hand on what could be a knee but is in fact the full flood of rushing waters, 

a dam bursting, an unstoppable tide. There are two other disembodied hands directing the 

flow. Windows, again, this time not just plain frames but elaborate pieces of classical city 

architecture are being submerged in the flood along with an arm, ‘not waving but drowning’, 

which could however also be raised in a Hitler salute. The intended ambiguity of the gesture 

is related to the man immediately below who is putting a gun to his head.  Wild flowers, 

daisies and heartsease are carried along by the current. The elegant tower is being submerged 

on the left as is the high rise apartment on the right. These phallic pillars appear to be giving 

the picture a solid structure and frame but are in fact vulnerable to this powerful flow of 

water, maybe a presage of ecological catastrophe.  

There is the defiant self-confident look of a trickster about the young man, someone who 

would filch the purse out of your pocket while deceiving you with his steady come hither 

gaze. This is a portrait of a street hustler and I’d have paid to spend a hot night with him. 

Instead, not being able to afford it, I put him in my picture. He is a survivor unafraid of life, 

its cataclysms and uncertainties. Even if I can’t have his body I value his friendship.  

A poem by von Eichendorff, one of the key early German Romantic poets, describes the 

value of such a friend.  

He who sleeps on the wave 

Like a snugly cradled child 
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Knows not life’s depths, 

Sweet dreams lull him. 

 

But he who seizes the storm, 

Joins in wild dance and celebrates life, 

Abandoned on dark highways 

By the treacherous world, 

 

He is trained to move boldly 

And with serious intent and a sure hand 

Learns to steer a way  

Through night and ravines 

 

He is made of the right stuff. 

Tested in passion and pain 

Putting faith in God and the stars 

He is the one who will be my journey’s guide. 

* 

Sometimes circumstances require the assistance of someone with skills honed outside the 

law, able to outwit authority and not just survive but flourish. Jews fleeing the ghettos in 

Belorus during the Second World War found just such saviours in the Bielski brothers. These 

two outlaw smugglers knew intimately the nature and layout of the thick local forests. After 

their wives and families were murdered by invading Nazis in a campaign to kill all Jews they 
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took to the forests, at first hesitant at taking desperate refugees with them not out of 

hardheartedness but because they feared these people unused to rough living could not 

survive the harsh outdoor conditions.  They ended up offering protection to as many as could 

flee, including women, children and elderly people. After some near escapes and an initial 

falling out over the risky nature of the project they had taken on, the Bielski brothers 

managed to fight off the Germans and by organizing the refugees into a disciplined unit 

managed not only to see out the war but did so with dignity, even creating a community of 

several thousand, as more and more refugees joined them, setting up makeshift schools and 

hospitals. Without a dependence on the brothers’ skills as outlaws and knowledge of the 

forest terrain where they could live in safety from murderous attacks the fleeing refugees 

would have perished.  

 

 

The Pale Rider 
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* 

FROZEN 

 

This painting doesn’t exist anymore, and only a poor photograph taken in haste gives an 

imperfect record of what I consider one of the most important in the sequence.  

Some of my pictures have been stolen, which I always consider a complement that someone 

would want them so much, and others have been destroyed by accident or on purpose or 

disappeared. This one was thrown away: a wilful act of negation that upset me.  

Frozen seems at first to be the least provocative painting in the sequence. A beautiful young 

woman with flowers in her hair, like a Renaissance Flora, dominates the picture. What with 

the apple blossom and the scattering of doronicum flowers this is on superficial viewing a 

pleasant picture with a charming subject. In fact it is the darkest picture of the whole 

sequence as various details reveal. It is my meditation on human cruelty: the evil that people 
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do to each other. The black and white image from a famous photograph on the right hand side 

is the key to the darkness here. It shows two Jewish women in the abject grip of terror while 

the one tries to comfort the other just as they are about to be shot by SS officers during the 

Second World War. For me it is one of the most shocking photos ever taken, humanity 

smashed, victims humiliated and reduced to quivering wrecks of fear before being wiped out 

like filth. On the upper left hand corner of the painting is another well known photo showing 

the scene of a notorious murder, the victim a young prostitute, Lynette Walters whose killing 

led to a miscarriage of justice involving three men who controlled her life. On reading about 

the circumstances of the vicious death I could not bear the report being a reduction and 

negation of her life, which is why I transform her into Flora, a life giving force of nature. 

Around her lie the sleeping bodies of refugee children fleeing war zones and finding places to 

rest wherever they can. Like a goddess she appears to be protecting them.  

The painting is structured as though snap shots have been laid haphazardly across each other 

on a table. She alone holds everything together. Her power is a challenge to those who 

reduced and annihilated her: the grim fact that three men were responsible. This destructive 

machismo is represented at the top by the folded arms of a muscular naked man. He appears 

to be in control, but her image pushes him out of the frame. 

The person who bought and owned the picture did not look beyond the lovely young woman. 

But when I explained the purpose and significance of the details, the shock meant that the 

only way of coping with this suddenly unwelcome purchase was to destroy it. If only it could 

have been returned to me, I would have reimbursed the buyer. I never intended to sell it but 

wrongly assumed the painting would be appreciated. 

The survival of most of what I do is not so important to me. I look to the next projects. On the 

whole I have kept close those works which I consider to be the best of my efforts. 
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Unfortunately I did not protect this Winter Journey picture, assuming it would be cared for 

and have a good home. This one loss I mourn. 

The German word Erstarrung implies stiffening, turning to stone, being frozen: a denial of 

human feelings, numbness, deadness of spirit and emotion. Müller’s words ache with grief 

and disappointment: my heart is as though it died.  Schubert’s music is surprisingly urgent 

and nervous, resisting the move to resignation. This is an early song in the cycle. The later 

ones may appear to be even darker, but they look with courage and determination at all 

alternatives however fearful: death, insanity, alienation from the world. There are choices, 

and at least the human being can make decisions. One late song is even called Courage, a 

Nietzschean cry of defiance.  Frozen describes that moment when we’ve reached rock bottom 

and there seems no way out. My picture presents a positive image which the setting and real 

circumstances utterly reject. In the song the image of the lover is held captive in the heart 

turned to ice, and the final question is: will the image flow away once the ice melts? 

This theme is taken up by Andersen in one of his greatest fairytales, The Snow Queen. This 

incidentally in turn inspired the children’s musical film with the same title as Schubert’s 

song: Frozen. Andersen’s story is about a boy whose heart has been turned to ice. The road to 

rescue is hard, dangerous and not at all certain of success. But with determination and 

courage there can be rebirth and maturity. The spirit and narrative subtlety of The Snow 

Queen has always inspired me, particularly the journey towards rescue and healing, crammed 

with adventures and unexpected turns of events and above all serendipity. This is about life’s 

journey and human endeavour towards making it better. There is always hope, even if only in 

the shape of a dream. In my picture however darkness is at its heart: the devastating extent of 

cruelty mankind is capable of.  

* 
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THE LIME TREE: DISTANT RUSTLING 

 

There are several paintings in my sequence clustered round one of Schubert’s most popular 

songs. Another young man dominates The Lime Tree subtitled Distant Rustling, inspired by 

the last lines of Müller’s poem which intimate a sense of happy memories, nostalgia for home 

and at the same time the drive to move on and away. Schubert’s memorable melody and 

setting enhance the longing to such a universal degree that it became a folksong loved by 

everyone, way beyond the culturally elite space of a concert hall.  I probably could have 

devoted the whole sequence to this song alone. Landscape, distant villages and towns, a large 

spreading tree and a wanderer lying under it before moving on are my favourite themes 

which I return to constantly. The last picture I paint or draw will be of a wanderer 
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approaching such a tree, or sitting in its shade, surrounded by fields and hills. The lime trees I 

have known grow tall and branch out with foliage of a spring-like pale green from which 

hang thick bunches of scented blossoms which attract bees. When I used to keep hives the 

best honey which filled them came from the lime trees lining Bishopsford Road outside St 

Peter’s Church in Morden. My paintings are a celebration of both tree and bee. 

The dark-eyed young man in Distant Rustling is an activist from the early days of Gay 

Liberation. Like the attractive conman in The Flood he is someone with courage and survival 

skills. Looking to the future and its possibilities he is an ideal friend. The wanderer is moving 

in the direction of the young man’s gaze, out of the picture. A bee draws nectar from one of 

the apple blossoms which float across the picture alongside the large almost circular lime 

leaves. 

As important as the face of the man is the view through the window frame behind him. This 

inner city high rise block is as far from the traditional village green where a lime tree 

traditionally spreads its branches over young lovers trysting and elderly people resting and 

looking at the world go by. .Where in a tower block housing estate is there the equivalent of a 

lime tree? The rustle of the leaves and the blossom fragrance, at its most intense in the 

evening and night, used to remind people of home and awaken feelings of nostalgia, as in one 

of Mahler’s orchestral songs. When the middle-aged cobbler poet Hans Sachs inhales the 

scent in Wagner’s Mastersingers of Nuremberg he is inspired to make the link between the 

urge to create and falling in love. The village green represents a community that is 

comforting to those who abide by traditional values, but which excludes those that do not or 

cannot.  This ambivalence is expressed in Schubert’s song, and is what I explore in my 

several interpretations. The modern housing estate may appear soulless and brutal, a place of 

crime and family dysfunction for those who can barely afford to live, who either work too 

hard or are depressed by unemployment, where children have no choice but to survive by 
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being feral. Present surge in knife crime proves that this situation is perpetuated with no 

political or even social pressure to find solutions. On the other hand those who are different 

and alien, who challenge traditional modes of living find a home here, as they did in the 

forests of the pre-industrial age. In those wild woods of the past and now in the crowded 

noisy anonymity of inner cities the outlaw is free to function. 

In Volker Schlöndorff’s film Hunting Tales from Lower Bavaria, the rural community is 

depicted as murderously hostile not just towards animal prey but also those who cannot 

conform. The title is ironic, because it promises bucolic pleasure, as in those prints of the 

aristocracy riding out to hounds. In fact the prey is a young gay man who returns home to 

make peace with the parents and community he fled to live his life openly. He meets rejection 

and persecution. In the film the beauty of the countryside is contrasted with the slaughter of a 

squealing pig shown in grisly detail down to the messy business of turning its innards into 

sausages. The film implies rather than shows that this is also how the villagers would like to 

deal with the family member they cannot accept. This is how I see the young man in my 

painting, someone brave enough to resist and to fight for a change in attitudes. The city 

freedom is where he flourishes, which is why the tower block housing estate is at the heart of 

the painting along with his face. There is continuing nostalgia however for the village green, 

for home, for the scent and green of the lime tree and the desire to unite the two. It seems 

impossible but in fact they can be and are often united now, thanks to his courage and 

activism. My picture is a tribute to this hero. Thanks to him men like me can get married, buy 

a house in a village, sit under a lime tree and be part of the community rather than be driven 

away or slaughtered like foxes, vermin and pigs.  

The apple blossom is also a sign of hope. The bee ensures that there will be fruit in due 

season.  
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THE LIME TREE : THE RIVER OF LIFE 

 

This small sketch like image prepares for the main Lime Tree painting. The boy soldier on the 

window sill dominates, while the spirit of the tree has yet to emerge fully. From a 

disembodied hand water flows into a gushing river accompanied by lush sprays of wisteria 

and a single apple blossom floating away on the current. The naked wanderer sits resting on a 

bench. He and the fool are one and the same in this painting. 
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THE LIME TREE   AQUILEGIA 

 

Many themes that flow through the Winter Journey sequence come together in this, the main 

Lime Tree painting: a celebration of nature and the naked male, flowers, the brutality, 

devastation and human cost of war.  

Aquilegia which circle the main subjects were the favourite flower of Kathleen Raine the 

poet and Blake specialist who encouraged and supported me through the years and who wrote 
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the appreciation of me and my work at the head of this piece.  I tried to make a living with 

my painting. Her spirit hovers over this one, giving equal weight to the light and dark, 

elements which permeates her poetry. She is the reason for the sub-title. 

The wanderer and fool unite again and become the spirit of the lime tree in this the largest 

painting of the several that meditate on the song. For once the figure is not withdrawn and 

agitated but reaching out to a world of boy soldiers and women insurgent fighters marching 

and gesticulating like the Hindu goddess Kali to war and destruction. Meanwhile the soft 

green lime leaves envelope the scene, with bees searching for nectar and birds peering 

through the foliage.  

My aunt hated these paintings, as do many people to my regret, but they express what I 

wanted in the best way I could. This picture has a particularly raw in-your-face quality, 

notably in the naked man with his cock hanging uncovered and unprotected. There is no 

intention to provoke. For me the image is innocent, the nakedness frank and as uninhibited as 

a nudist who only feels whole without clothes. This no doubt upset my aunt and others. She 

generally liked my pictures, not always uncritically, and related best to those in the style of 

Chagall who has influenced the way I structure my paintings, with multiple perspectives, 

dreamscapes and figures floating in defiance of gravity, as well as being someone who 

celebrated his secular Jewish culture.  She instinctively sensed the disturbing undertow of my 

Winter Journey sequence, and reacted to it with revulsion.  There are a number of full frontal 

nudes that dominate several in the sequence. This is again not about being deliberately 

provocative, but showing the male ready to be vulnerable, as subjects in the paintings and 

also to the viewer. I take this life-long obsession with depicting exposed masculinity further 

in my Sleeping Soldier sequence, but in a veiled and less provocative manner than in the 

Winter Journey paintings. The male is conditioned in a patriarchal society to be well armed, 

to be able to control emotion and certainly never to cry, except when expressing triumph in 
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victory over others. Then manly tears are permitted. My insistence on showing the full frontal 

nude is my way of resisting patriarchal attitudes. The erect penis is traditionally allowed 

visual expression only in the shape of a weapon or a missile and represents a destructive and 

even mortal threat. Celebration of the erect penis as involved in sex is permitted only in 

pornography. The flaccid penis is vulnerable to mockery and even violation, as in this Lime 

Tree painting, so when people respond with disgust and dismay it means I’m onto something. 

I persist in exploring this taboo.... especially in the Winter Journey sequence.   

Colour tells the main story. The green is fresh growth in spring. The red is fire, blood and 

death. It can also be the intense blush of a rambler rose over which the spirit of the tree treads 

lightly.  
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* 

IM DORFE.  IN THE VILLAGE     THE THREE ROSES 

 

Red and black dominate another of the main paintings in the series. Black is the night lifting. 

Red is the colour of my favourite rose, Compassion, which is vigorous and has a potent 

seductive fragrance.  Slivers of blue herald a new day. It is also the colour of the soldier’s 

jacket. Windows, including the main one implied by the main image, provide various 

perspectives within frames. The powerfully built naked man takes control.  His left arm 

appears to disappear behind the central scene, as though it were a picture within a picture. 

Frames provide the structure and meaning of this painting. The song is about the wanderer 

stopping at night to look at a village where people are asleep while he is awake. The rattling 

chains of dogs disturbed by his presence re-enforce his sense of alienation, looking into their 

ordered lives wistfully from the outside. The song is an important element of Michael 
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Haneke’s disturbing film The Piano Teacher about a self-destructive woman, powerfully 

portrayed by Isabelle Huppert. She instructs a pupil how to play the accompaniment which 

should induce a feeling of wintry chill, a shudder. She also happens to be jealous of the pupil 

who is the girlfriend of a man she lusts after, and in the most shocking moment of the film 

puts broken glass in the girl’s coat pocket to injure her hands. The use of this song in the film 

is significant. The piano teacher feels the same alienation as the wanderer. Behind the beauty 

of the music lies a world of loneliness and unfulfilled longings. The words of the song hint 

that the ordered peaceful lives of the sleepers may not be as fulfilled as they might wish. 

The seed of this picture is a dream I painted in my 20s and remains one of my favourite 

paintings. Straight away I associated this image with Schubert’s song from the Winterreise. 

 

The perspective is similar, although the dawn is more advanced in the earlier and less 

cluttered version. The absence of any person contributes to its atmosphere. This is a picture 

of which I am particularly fond, and would be the one I hold on to in the event of fire or 

flood. It is about tranquillity and readiness for what the new day will bring. A mist lies over 

the meadow and the first rays of the sun about to appear over the horizon caresses the slopes 
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of distant hills. There is in fact a person present: it is me, outside the picture, looking at the 

scene, peering over the dark shrubbery.  

This onlooker enters the same scene in my interpretation of Schubert’s In the Village, naked 

with his back to us; arms open to the new day approaching. A soldier is also present, resting 

from battle with a gun over his shoulders and also held captive by the prospect of a new 

dawn. The powerfully built naked man looks kindly and protectively down at both figures.  

There is a line in the song about the people in the village sleeping oblivious of what is going 

on outside their personal lives. They are ‘dreaming about what they cannot have’. These 

sleeping dreamers appear in a small window rising into the misty meadow.  

Viewers of this picture have seen a different image. The wanderer seems ready to dive into a 

swimming pool, or a lake. I like this ambiguity of a moment where the light has not yet 

illuminated the actual scene. The figure may well be ready to take a plunge. This is why I 

made sure the dawn is only just about to break and everything is still unclear. The sun is 

slowly approaching the horizon and has barely started to stroke the landscape and mysterious 

buildings with its warming rays.   

Night owls are active into the small hours. A violinist plays. A writer works with a lamp 

illuminating the page. He is Pimen the monk in Pushkin’s Boris Godunov the chronicler 

recording the country’s history: davno-li ono neslos, volnuyasiya kak morye okean, how long 

it has flowed past, tumultuous like an ocean, and observing ‘but day approaches, the candle 

is burning.. just one more story... no blizok dyen, lampada dogorayet, yeshcho odno 

posledneye skazaniye’. 

My addition to the title of the painting, The Three Roses is a tribute to the two people most 

important to me, my grandmother and my life partner Donald who both unconditionally gave 
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me the means, the space and encouragement to have a life and be an artist. They float like 

vibrant postage stamps at the top of the picture. Love and friendship is celebrated in the first 

rose. Fun and games take place in another window and my creatures from an illuminated 

medieval manuscript recline playfully over these joyful scenes.  

The lifting of night is the main substance of my take on In the Village: the world emerging 

into the light of day, a theme I return to all my life. 

The German early romantic Novalis wrote a book of poems called Hymns to the Night. 

Kathleen Raine commissioned me to make a rough translation which the poet Jeremy Reed 

transformed into a final version. My illustrations and the poems came out in her publication 

Temenos. Night for the early romantics and also for me is a vibrant time brimming with 

dreams and a mysterious inner life that can inspire, exhilarate, terrify and stimulate. For the 

slyly winking Philine in Goethe’s novel Wilhelm Meister night ‘hat auch seine Lust/ also has 

its pleasures’. Lust is the operative word. At night we freely celebrate the life of both spirit 

and body. Night is a time when desire and the spirit are released. 

Night comes off best in my drawings. The pen can depict nervous vitality better than slabs of 

dark paint which create flatness. This works in my painting because dawn is coming to wake 

us.  My fine-nibbed pen feathers the darkness with a liberated variety of line which is meant 

to make the nervous energy of night shimmer with possibilities alive in all its gradations of 

grey to black. Maybe one day before my death I will draw a version of the painting, in the 

style of these illustrations to the Novalis Hymns to the Night. 
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As to the painting I hope it transmits that feeling of chill which occurs before dawn, what the 

French call l’heure bleue, the blue hour. The film with that name by Erich Rohmer celebrates 

this moment, describing the growing relationship between two young women, one of them an 

artist who wants to share it with her new friend.  Just before dawn begins to break for a brief 

moment night becomes utterly still and silent, no bird sings, no insect hums. Even in cities I 

noticed how crowds of revellers melt away at that hourt, and for those short minutes when the 

tumult of night ends and people go home to collapse the roads empty and are deserted before 

the arrival of cleaners, milk floats, postal and delivery vans. In my adolescent days of 

hitchhiking across Europe and not always finding a bed for the night I experienced long 

nights on city streets, and remember that time of sudden silence, desertion and chill. This 

explains why when people, exhausted or drunk, fall on beds without undressing are kindly 

covered with a blanket so they don’t suffer from the late night chill. 

After this dawn painting I never returned to the subject again, except in drawings illustrating 

the monk Pimen’s monologue in Pushkin’s Boris Godunov. Daybreak comes as the memory 

of the elderly chronicler is beginning to fade. At that moment the young monk sharing his 

cell wakes up and sets off on the adventure of his life. The power of the scene is in that 

contrast between an ending and a beginning: the old man in the shadows by a flickering 

candle light, and the young man waking up to the rays of a new dawn. 
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The windows on either side at the top of In the Village, one attached to the third rose, contain 

scenes of love, an embracing couple and two naked youngsters in a pillow fight which will 

lead to sex.  Such moments have always appeared in my pictures. Sex points to the most 

prominent figure in the painting: the ultimate erotic fantasy. This giant model rising 

invincible and glowing with confident male beauty out of a destroyed army vehicle looks 

sympathetically down at the fragile vulnerable wanderer, also naked and opening his arms to 

the dawn.  

The grotesque creatures reclining on the upper windows have a history. For me to survive in 

the Middle Ages I would certainly have become a monk and devoted myself to working on 

illuminated manuscripts. These creatures of the imagination populate their decorated margins, 

peeping between foliage and elaborate tracery. They are a personal expression of the artist, 

like a signature. My creatures are my signature. They give me comfort, because they don’t 

take anything too seriously. 
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STORMY MORNING  :  COURAGE:  

 

STORMY MORNING 

 

These two paintings belong together, not mirror images but two contrasted sides of the same 

theme. The pianist Andreas Staier whom I had the pleasure of knowing before success and 

fame for him and life took us in different directions, wanted to buy Courage until I pointed 

out that Stormy Morning is the better painting, and probably the best in the whole series. As 

happened several times in my life, I kept the painting even though he had paid for it. It is his, 

and has been on loan to me all this time.  He asked me to bring it to London where he had 
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been invited to give a recital at the Wigmore Hall, but I had just opened the Coffeehouse 

Gallery in Oxfordshire and couldn’t make it. We then lost contact completely. 

 

 

COURAGE THE DOVE IN AN APPLETREE 

In Courage the wanderer and the fool are united with the muscular naked man who reveals 

his honed body only partly throughout most of the Winter Journey. Here the three characters 

in one body leap out of the picture with outstretched arms and a smile.  This is a celebratory 

take on a Schubert song which expresses angry defiance: a shake of the fist, which is familiar 

territory in revolutionary German literature of the 18
th

 and 19
th

 centuries. Goethe allows the 

titan Prometheus who has been punished by the gods for introducing mankind to the blessings 

of fire to pour visceral contempt on them. Nietzsche’s Zarathustra went into the high 
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mountains to claim a new morality and world order unhampered by religious dogma. For 

Schubert it is about summoning up self-reliance in the face of despair. The soldier is a 

passive onlooker, gun propped against a tree.  Meanwhile a window is flung open and a 

woman welcomes the new day. Children run about waving arms, laughing and shouting 

carefree. The other men are passive as the soldier, watching, thoughtful and puzzled. What is 

the future? One leans on a fence, the other sits and both stare. Women, children, fools and 

wanderers are now the active ones. 

The big ship looming alongside an industrial complex at the top of the painting has personal 

resonance that is more to do with my love of cinema and the way it influences my painting 

and writing. Hitchcock based his film Marnie on a novel about a woman thief who has 

trouble dealing with the effects of a violent childhood trauma she has blocked from her 

memory. Hitchcock latches onto the uneven battle of the sexes in which brute masculinity of 

a still fundamentally patriarchal world order controls and manipulates women. The 

implications of the film have been generally ignored or played down, despite it being the 

director’s pet project. I admire Tippi Hedren’s exceptionally powerful central performance, 

matched against a cannily cast Sean Connery channelling effortlessly arrogant James Bond 

machismo: ‘I’m in charge here, and you love it!’ Apparently the director harassed Tippi 

Hedren sexually, but the actor seems to have handled him, saying in a touching and 

informative interview, without exonerating Hitchcock, how much she learned and valued 

working with him. The actor is as tough as the part she played. The ship that inspires the 

upper part of my painting has inescapable phallic symbolism in the film’s final tableau. There 

is bitter irony in the film’s denouement of the film: the man is both controller and saviour. He 

helps the woman through a cathartic revelation about the past. Although the terrible truth is 

revealed, the shadow of a bloody violent past can never be escaped and like the huge ship 

casts a massive shadow over the future: given the marital rape their relationship does not 
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bode well.  The artificiality of the rear projection behind the departing couple makes the 

symbolism of the ship all the more menacing. Hitchcock who knew his craft to the nth degree 

plays on the contrast between real and fake in many of his films, including acknowledged 

masterpieces like Vertigo, to create a dreamlike and in the case of Marnie a nightmare 

perspective.  What I love most about Hitchcock’s films is the way people are allowed to 

develop in mind and emotion. The thriller horror aspects are secondary to the way men and 

women go through fire and water (literally in Torn Curtain) to either tragic loss or 

relationships that have trust and last. While appreciating the moral ambiguity at the heart of 

Marnie in which two complicated characters end up together, and while acknowledging the 

blatant sexism in the notion that a woman needs rescuing by a man, I experience deep 

catharsis and come away with a sense of hope, because for me it is not about a man and a 

woman, but about two people. I identify the whole way through with the woman. In the 

process the man becomes empathetic and the woman finds courage to face demons. 

The road that links the ship at the top of the painting with the bare left foot at the bottom 

becomes paper that curls and folds: the naked man leaping through a back projection. 

STORMY MORNING’s paper thin road is broken in what I consider the strongest and best of 

all the paintings in the Winter Journey sequence. This is truth and not dreams. Based on 

photos of destruction in the Bosnia War, several years before I even thought to go there with 

the Soul of Europe, this is the world as it is today even, place of ruin. Everything is ripped 

apart, including the muscular naked man, who normally protects and seduces. Rose petals fall 

in a shower on people sleeping on the streets and the statue of an angel in a cemetery lying on 

the ground.. A Serb soldier is going on the attack in Croatia during the wars in the former 

Yugoslavia.   Central is the broken bridge. This picture led directly to my work with the Soul 

of Europe in that everything we do is some kind of reparation of bridges.  


